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  Sicherheitspolitik Schweiz und Air2030 
 

thelocal.se 
 

SWE: 
Sweden to boost 
defence budget to two 
percent of GDP 
 

Sweden's prime minister, Magdalena Andersson on Thursday announced a plan to boost the country's defence 
spending to two percent of GDP, with the extra funding to reach the armed forces "as soon as practically 
possible". 
 

nzz.ch 
Paul Richli 
em. Professor für 
öffentliches Recht an 
der Universität Luzern 
09.03.2022 

Problematischer Kampf 
gegen die Kampfjets – 
Finanzreferendum 
durch die Hintertür 
 

EIN MUST: 
 
Die Volksinitiative gegen ein vom Bundesrat bereits beschlossenes Projekt hat keine aufschiebende Wirkung. 
Das käme sonst der faktischen Einführung eines Finanz- und Beschlussreferendums gleich. 
 
Die Bundesbehörden würden mit anderen Worten ein verhängnisvolles Präjudiz schaffen, wenn sie sich auf die 
Ausbremsung der Beschaffung des F-35 durch die Volksinitiative einlassen würden. 
 
(Vollständiger registrierpflichtiger Meinungsbeitrag abrufbar unter: 
https://www.nzz.ch/meinung/problematischer-kampf-gegen-die-kampfjets-
ld.1672960?s=08&fbclid=IwAR1HdUqcmjgvFgJvG8B84TXfsv_-Vl2uX1pFgcR9okSpMLu_vSkW9yw5v0o) 
 

admin.ch 
09.03.2022 

Air2030: Präsentation 
von F-35A und Patriot in 
Emmen 

Auf dem Militärflugplatz Emmen werden an mehreren Tagen das neue Kampfflugzeug F-35A sowie das 
bodengestützte Luftverteidigungssystem grösserer Reichweite Patriot präsentiert. Vertreterinnen und 
Vertreter aus Politik, Wirtschaft und Industrie, die Medien sowie die Öffentlichkeit können die beiden Systeme 
vor Ort betrachten und sich über die Beschaffungen informieren. Zudem finden auch «Spottertage» statt, an 
denen die Landung, ein kurzer Flug sowie der Start des F-35A mitverfolgt werden kann. 
 
Die Präsentationen finden vom 21. März bis 25. März 2022 auf dem Militärflugplatz in Emmen statt. 
 
Daneben führt das VBS am 25. März 2022 auch ein Tag für die Öffentlichkeit durch. Die Teilnahme ist aus 
logistischen Gründen auf 450 Personen beschränkt. Hierfür ist eine Zutrittsberechtigung erforderlich, für die 
sich die Bürgerinnen und Bürger ab dem 14. März 2022 um 12:00 Uhr anmelden können. (First come, first 
served). 
 
Darüber hinaus richtet das VBS an drei Tagen und zu bestimmten Zeiten innerhalb des Militärflugplatzes eine 
«Spotterzone» ein. Für den Zugang zu dieser können sich pro Tag jeweils weitere 500 Bürgerinnen und Bürger 

https://www.nzz.ch/meinung/problematischer-kampf-gegen-die-kampfjets-ld.1672960?s=08&fbclid=IwAR1HdUqcmjgvFgJvG8B84TXfsv_-Vl2uX1pFgcR9okSpMLu_vSkW9yw5v0o
https://www.nzz.ch/meinung/problematischer-kampf-gegen-die-kampfjets-ld.1672960?s=08&fbclid=IwAR1HdUqcmjgvFgJvG8B84TXfsv_-Vl2uX1pFgcR9okSpMLu_vSkW9yw5v0o
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anmelden, die den F-35A bei seiner Ankunft am Freitag, 18. März 2022, während eines kurzen Flugs am 
Mittwoch, 23. März 2022 sowie beim Abflug am Freitag, 25. März 2022 aus bester Position beobachten und 
fotografieren möchten. Auch hierfür ist eine Zutrittsberechtigung erforderlich. Das Anmeldeformular ist ab dem 
10. März 2022 um 12:00 Uhr aufgeschaltet. (First come, first served). 
 
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter: 
https://www.admin.ch/gov/de/start/dokumentation/medienmitteilungen.msg-id-87521.html) 

 

nebelspalter.ch 
Martin Breitenstein 
09.03.2022 

Die Stop-F-35-Initiative 
gegen den neuen 
Kampfjet ist ungültig 

EIN MUST: 
Die Bundesversammlung erklärt eine Volksinitiative für ungültig, wenn sie nicht durchführbar ist. An dieser 
Schranke kann das Parlament die Stop-F-35-Initiative stoppen. 
 
(Vollständiger zahlungspflichtiger Artikel abrufbar unter: 
https://www.nebelspalter.ch/die-stop-f-35-initiative-gegen-den-neuen-kampfjet-ist-ungueltig) 

 

tagesanzeiger.ch 
09.03.2022 

Schweizer Armeechef 
zum Ukraine-Krieg 
- 
«Mit unseren heutigen 
Mitteln wäre nach ein 
paar Wochen Schluss» 
 

Thomas Süssli glaubte nicht, dass Russland in der Ukraine einmarschieren würde. Angesichts der jetzigen Lage 
müsse die Schweiz dringend ihre Truppen modernisieren. 
 
(Vollständiges Interview abrufbar unter: 
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/home.detail.news.html/vbs-internet/wissenswertes/2022/220309d.html) 

 

blick.ch 
06.03.2022 

Initiative gegen die F-35 
- 
Bürgerliche beschwören 
den Zeitdruck 
 

Eine Initiative könnte die Beschaffung des F-35 noch stoppen. Doch bürgerliche Sicherheitspolitiker drängen 
den Bundesrat, das Geschäft nun rasch abzuschliessen, Abstimmung hin oder her. 
 
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter: 
https://www.blick.ch/schweiz/initiative-gegen-die-f-35-buergerliche-beschwoeren-den-zeitdruck-id17293050.html) 

 

bulletin-1 
Dr. Peter Forster 
05.03.2022 

Zeichen und Wunder, 
auch in Zürich 

EIN MUST! 
 
Eines muss man dem Tages-Anzeiger lassen: In einer gewissen Sprunghaftigkeit ist er immer für eine 
Überraschung gut. Heute, am 10. Tag des brutalen Ukrainekriegs, am 5. März 2022, veröffentlicht der Co-
Chefredaktor Mario Stäube seinen Leitartikel unter dem Titel: 
 
“Die Schweiz muss sich neu erfinden” 

https://www.admin.ch/gov/de/start/dokumentation/medienmitteilungen.msg-id-87521.html
https://www.blick.ch/schweiz/initiative-gegen-die-f-35-buergerliche-beschwoeren-den-zeitdruck-id17293050.html
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Und da steht dann zu lesen – wir zitieren im Wortlaut: 
“Eigentlich wurde der Entscheid bereits gefällt. Die Stimmbürger haben 6 Milliarden gesprochen, die Regierung    
  wählte den amerikanischen F-35. 2027 sollte der erste Jet eintreffen.” 
“Jetzt ist Krieg in Europa. In dieser neuen Realität wirkt es geradezu weltfremd, sich eine Schweiz vorzustellen,  
  die ihren Luftraum nicht selbst verteidigen kann.” 
“Die heutigen Flugzeuge altern schnell. Es braucht zeitig Ersatz.” 
“Der Bund muss nun dafür sorgen, dass dies (gemeint ist die GSoA-Initiative gegen den F-35, red.) die  
  Beschaffung nicht verzögert.” 
“Es liegt am Parlament, die gesprochenen Milliarden rasch freizugeben, und dann am Bundesrat, die Verträge  
  – auch vor der Abstimmung – zu unterzeichnen.” 
“Putins Krieg ist nicht nur eine Gefahr für die Zukunft der ukrainischen Bevölkerung, sondern auch für die  
  freiheitliche Ordnung Europas und den Schutz unseres Landes.” 
“Also muss man handeln. Auf allen Ebenen.” 
 
  Einen feurigeren Aufruf für den F-35 könnte kein Armeefreund, kein Befürworter des amerikanischen Jets  
  verfassen. Ohne Wenn und Aber bringt der Co-Chefredaktor des Tages-Anzeigers eine  
  Abstimmungsempfehlung für den F-35. 
 
  Und er fordert etwas, das selbst acharnierte Kämpfer pro F-35 nicht einmal zu denken wagen: dass nämlich  
  der Bundesrat die Verträge mit der amerikanischen Regierung noch vor der Volksabstimmung unterschreiben  
  solle. Stark! Unerhört! 
 

eda.admin.ch 
2022 

Die Neutralität der 
Schweiz 

EIN  MUST! 
Mit dieser gemeinsamen Broschüre des EDA und des VBS legen wir dar, was die Neutralität der Schweiz 
bedeutet und wie sie umgesetzt wird. Die Schweizer Neutralität muss zwar nicht mehr erfunden werden, aber 
das Verständnis für ihre Bedeutung und Rolle ist wichtig für unser Land, heute und in Zukunft. 
 
(Broschüre abrufbar unter: 
file:///C:/Users/Standard/AppData/Local/Temp/neutralitaet-schweiz_DE.pdf) 

 

gruppe-giardino.ch 
04.03.2022 

Forderungen der 
Gruppe Giardino 

Der erwartete, aber bis zuletzt für kaum möglich gehaltene direkte Kriegsausbruch in Europa 
zeigt uns, wie schnell der Frieden und die vermeintliche Verhandlungskultur und Zivilisation 
in Gewalt und Chaos abstürzen können. Was heisst das für uns, die Schweiz? 

file:///C:/Users/Standard/AppData/Local/Temp/neutralitaet-schweiz_DE.pdf
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(Forderungen Gruppe Giardino abrufbar im Anhang zu diesem Versandmail Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER 2022-31) 

 

nzz.ch 
03.03.2022 

Nach Viola Amherd 
macht nun auch das 
Parlament Dampf für 
die Kampfjet-
Beschaffung 
 

Bundesrätin Viola Amherd löst mit ihrem Auftritt gegen die F-35-Initiative eine Kontroverse aus. Doch das 
Parlament will die Beschaffung beschleunigen. Es war ein Auftritt von Viola Amherd, der schon fast historische 
Dimensionen hat. Die Verteidigungsministerin appellierte am Dienstagabend im Westschweizer Fernsehen an 
die Initianten, ihr Volksbegehren gegen die F-35-Kampfflugzeuge zurückzuziehen. Die Ereignisse in der Ukraine 
machten klar, wie wichtig es sei, dass die Schweiz ihren Luftraum selber schützen könne, so redete die 
Bundesrätin den Initianten ins Gewissen. 
 
(Vollständiger registrierplichtiger Artikel abrufbar unter: 
https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/verteidigungsministerin-amherd-fordert-rueckzug-der-initiative-der-kampf-um-den-f-35-
erreicht-eine-neue-flughoehe-ld.1672494) 
 

lkmd.ch 
03.03.2022 

Mehr finanzielle und 
personelle Mittel für die 
Schweizer Armee 

Die Sicherheitslage in Europa hat sich in den letzten Wochen dramatisch verändert. Der Ukrainekrieg stellt eine 
Zäsur der globalen Sicherheitspolitik dar. Die neutrale Schweiz muss sich selbst verteidigen können. Damit 
leistet sie einen wesentlichen Beitrag für Frieden und Freiheit in Europa. Die LKMD, die zahlreiche 
Milizorganisationen, vereinigt, fordert von Bundesrat und Parlament dringend mehr finanzielle und personelle 
Mittel. 
 
Exzerpt F-35: 
Beschaffung von 36 Kampfflugzeugen des Typs F-35A ohne Wenn und Aber 
Die Beschaffung der 36 neuen F-35A muss sofort und ohne Wenn und Aber umgesetzt werden. Die Schweizer 
Bevölkerung hat sich in einer Referendumsabstimmung 2020 für den Kauf ausgesprochen. Zuwarten ist keine 
Option. Die LKMD erwartet von der SP als Bundesratspartei nachdrücklich, dass sie ihre laufende Volksinitia- 
tive gegen die Beschaffung des F-35A nun rasch zurückzieht und das Ziel der Abschaffung der Armee aus 
ihrem Parteiprogramm streicht. 
 
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter: 
file:///C:/Users/Standard/AppData/Local/Temp/Medienmitteilung_LKMD_Mittel-f%C3%BCr-CH-Armee_def_03.03.2022-
PC210923-1.pdf) 

 

avia-luftwaffe.ch 
03.03.2022 

Schnellstmögliche 
Beschaffung der 

Schmerzlich und von vielen für undenkbar gehalten wurde uns in den letzten Tag vor Augen geführt, dass Krieg 
in Europa wieder möglich ist. Vor diesem Hintergrund fordert die Offiziersgesellschaft der Luftwaffe «AVIA» die 

https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/verteidigungsministerin-amherd-fordert-rueckzug-der-initiative-der-kampf-um-den-f-35-erreicht-eine-neue-flughoehe-ld.1672494
https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/verteidigungsministerin-amherd-fordert-rueckzug-der-initiative-der-kampf-um-den-f-35-erreicht-eine-neue-flughoehe-ld.1672494
file:///C:/Users/Standard/AppData/Local/Temp/Medienmitteilung_LKMD_Mittel-fÃ¼r-CH-Armee_def_03.03.2022-PC210923-1.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Standard/AppData/Local/Temp/Medienmitteilung_LKMD_Mittel-fÃ¼r-CH-Armee_def_03.03.2022-PC210923-1.pdf
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evaluierten F-35A 
gefordert 

unverzügliche und schnellstmögliche Beschaffung der neu evaluierten F-35A Kampfflugzeuge. Von der GSoA 
erwarten wir, dass sie die «Stopp F-35»-Initiative sofort zurückzieht. 
 
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter: 
https://avia-luftwaffe.ch/schnellstmoegliche-beschaffung-der-evaluierten-f-35a-gefordert/) 

 

spschweiz.ch 
03.03.2022 

SP hält an der Stop- 
F-35-Initiative fest 

Die geplante milliardenschwere militärische Aufrüstung mit 36 F-35-Kampfjets bringt der Schweiz keine 
zusätzliche Sicherheit. Deshalb wird die Stop-F-35-Allianz, zu der die SP gehört, den Stimmbürger:innen 
ermöglichen, über die Beschaffung dieser Tarnkappenbomber abzustimmen. Dass Bundesrätin Amherd zum 
Sammelstopp aufruft, ist demokratiepolitisch stossend und zeigt, dass die Rüstungslobby Angst vor weiteren 
Skandal-Enthüllungen durch Öffentlichkeit und Parlament hat. 
 
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter: 
https://mailchi.mp/spschweiz/sp-hlt-an-der-stop-f-35-initiative-fest?e=dca4a62696) 

 

f35.com 
02.03.2022 

F-35 Lightning II 
Program Status and Fast 
Facts 
 

EIN MUST: 
(Aktualisierte Programmbeschreibung F-35 Lightning II abrufbar unter: 
https://www.f35.com/content/dam/lockheed-martin/aero/f35/documents/F35FastFacts03_2022.pdf) 

srf.ch 
02.03.2022 

Muss die Schweiz 
aufrüsten, Frau 
Amherd? 

Der Ukraine-Krieg macht uns drastisch bewusst, dass eine friedliche Welt keine Selbstverständlichkeit ist. 
Plötzlich reden alle wieder von Aufrüstung. Ist auch unser Land bedroht? Gast im Tagesgespräch ist 
Verteidigungsministerin Viola Amherd. Wie müssen wir mit dieser Zeitenwende umgehen? Bundesrätin Viola 
Amherd steht als Verteidigungsministerin unversehens im Fokus. Als Vorsteherin des VBS ist sie die oberste 
Schweizer Sicherheitsverantwortliche. Wie interpretiert sie ihre Rolle? Viola Amherd ist Gast von Marc 
Lehmann. 
 
(Podcast 27:01 abrufbar unter: 
https://www.srf.ch/audio/tagesgespraech/muss-die-schweiz-aufruesten-frau-amherd?id=12152235#autoplay) 

 

bluewin.ch/sda 
01.03.2022 

Amherd fordert Rückzug 
der Initiative gegen  
F-35-Kampfflugzeuge 

Verteidigungsministerin Viola Amherd hat am Dienstagabend im Westschweizer Fernsehen RTS an die Initianten 
appelliert, ihre Initiative, die den Kauf von F-35-Kampfflugzeugen verbieten will, zurückzuziehen. Angesichts der 
Ereignisse in der Ukraine sei es wichtig, dass die Schweiz ihren Luftraum selbst verteidigen und ihre Bevölkerung 
schützen können. Als souveränes Land müsse sich die Schweiz mit ihren eigenen Mitteln schützen können, 
betonte die Bundesrätin, die sich erstaunt zeigte über die Schnelligkeit und Brutalität des russischen Angriffs 
auf die Ukraine. Mit Verweis auf diesen kriegerischen Hintergrund richtete sie ihren Appell an die Initianten. 

https://avia-luftwaffe.ch/schnellstmoegliche-beschaffung-der-evaluierten-f-35a-gefordert/
https://mailchi.mp/spschweiz/sp-hlt-an-der-stop-f-35-initiative-fest?e=dca4a62696
https://www.srf.ch/audio/tagesgespraech/muss-die-schweiz-aufruesten-frau-amherd?id=12152235#autoplay
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nzz.ch 
01.03.2022 

Zeitenwende in der 
Sicherheitspolitik 
FDP und SVP fordern 
eine Erhöhung des 
Militärbudgets – Grüne 
und SP driften 
auseinander 

«Die SP setzt sich für die Abschaffung der Armee ein. Bis dieses Ziel erreicht ist, soll die Schweizer Armee massiv 
ab- und umgebaut werden.» Dieser Satz steht im Parteiprogramm der SP Schweiz, das vor zehn Jahren 
verabschiedet worden ist und immer noch gilt. Ein Satz aus einer anderen Zeit. «Ich bin zum Schluss gekommen, 
dass die Abrüstung der konventionellen militärischen Kampfmittel wie Artillerie und Panzer momentan keine 
Option mehr darstellt.» Dieser Satz stand am Freitagabend auf dem Online-Portal «Nebelspalter». Ein Satz von 
Franziska Roth, nachdem am Donnerstagmorgen russische Truppen in der Ukraine einmarschiert waren. «Ich 
gebe zu», schrieb die SP-Nationalrätin, «wir haben uns getäuscht, als wir behauptet haben, dass territoriale 
Angriffskriege kein realistisches Szenario seien.» Diese Aussage zeigt: Der Krieg in der Ukraine ist eine Zäsur für 
die europäische Sicherheitspolitik. Und ein Realitätsschock für die Linke. 
 
(Vollständiger registrierpflichtiger Artikel abrufbar unter: 
https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/fdp-praesident-fordert-erhoehung-des-militaerbudgets-ld.1672115 

 
forum-sicherheit-
schweiz.ch 

Einladung 10. FSS 
Security Talk - 
Krisenbewältigung 

Kaum ist Corona-Pandemie etwas abgeklungen, rollt schon die nächste Krise, eine weit grössere Katastrophe, 
auf uns zu. Der Ukraine-Konflikt birgt auch grosse Risiken für die Schweiz, auf welche wir vorbereitet sein 
müssen. Vor diesem Hintergrund erinnern wir Sie gerne an den 10. FSS Security Talk zum Thema 
«Krisenbewältigung – Ist die Schweiz auf Krisen und Katastrophen wirklich vorbereitet?». Die Veranstaltung 
findet am Mittwoch, 30. März 2022, von 18:00 bis ca.20:30 Uhr im Hotel Bellevue Palace, Bern statt und wird 
vom FORUM SICHERHEIT SCHWEIZ (FSS)organisiert. Anmeldung online oder via E-Mail an: sekretariat@forum-
sicherheit-schweiz.ch. Da die Teilnehmerzahl beschränkt ist, werden die Anmeldungen in der Reihenfolge ihres 
Eingangs berücksichtigt. 
 
(Vollständige Einladung im Anhang zu diesem Versandmail Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER 2022-31) 

 

fdp.ch 
28.02.2022 

Schweizer Armee jetzt 
stärken 
- 
Lehren aus dem 
Ukraine-Konflikt ziehen 

Die FDP verurteilt das militärische Vorgehen Russlands aufs Schärfste und sorgt sich um die Menschen in der 
Ukraine. Die Zeit des langen Friedens und der Friedensdividende in Europa sind leider vorbei. Die Sicherheitslage 
in Europa ändert sich und die Schweizer Armee muss darauf reagieren. Parteipräsident und Ständerat Thierry 
Burkart und Nationalrätin Maja Riniker fordern mittels zweier Motionen, dass der Bundesrat entsprechende 
Massnahmen ergreift. 
 
Exzerpt F-35: 
F-35 beschaffen 
Das evaluierte Kampfflugzeug F-35 ist so schnell wie möglich zu beschaffen. 

https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/fdp-praesident-fordert-erhoehung-des-militaerbudgets-ld.1672115
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(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter: 
https://www.fdp.ch/aktuell/medienmitteilungen/medienmitteilung-detail/news/schweizer-armee-jetzt-staerken) 

 

svp.ch 
28.02.2022 

Medienmitteilung 
Dringliche Massnahmen 
der Schweiz: SVP 
fordert Erhöhung der 
Verteidigungsausgaben 
um 2 Milliarden Franken 
auf 1% des BIP und die 
Erhöhung des 
Armeebestands um 
20’000 Angehörige 
 

Exzerpt: 
Die Überwachung des Luftraums hat seit letztem Donnerstag auch für die Schweiz nochmals an Bedeutung 
zugenommen. Der Bundesrat ist gefordert, die bestehenden Kampfflugzeuge FA-18 so auszurüsten, dass 
jederzeit die ganze Flotte einsatzbereit ist. Gleichzeitig ist der Kauf der neuen Kampfjets F-35 sofort umzusetzen, 
damit die Beschaffung rechtzeitig vor Ablauf der möglichen Nutzungsdauer der FA-18 sichergestellt wird. Die 
Schweizer Bevölkerung hat sich in einer Referendumsabstimmung zum Kauf entschieden. Es gibt keinen Grund 
zuzuwarten. Wir erwarten von der SP als Bundesratspartei, dass sie sich vorbehaltlos zur Schweizer 
Landesverteidigung bekennt und im Interesse der Sicherheit der Bevölkerung ihre laufende Volksinitiative gegen 
den F-35 zurückzieht.   
 
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter: 
https://www.svp.ch/news/artikel/medienmitteilungen/dringliche-massnahmen-der-schweiz-svp-fordert-erhoehung-der-
verteidigungsausgaben-um-2-milliarden-franken-auf-1-des-bip-und-die-erhoehung-des-armeebestands-um-20000-
angehoerige/) 
 

gruppe-giardino.ch 
Hans Rickenbacher 
28.02.2022 

Pressemitteilung der 
Gruppe-Giardino für 
eine glaubwürdige 
Milizarmee 
- 
Krieg in der Ukraine 

Es ist ein Schock: Die geopolitische Situation und Machtverteilung können sich auch in Europa innert kürzester 
Zeit ändern. In unserer Nähe regiert Gewalt. Die Friedenspolitik ist gescheitert. Ein Schwerpunkt des 
Parteiprogramms der Schweizer Sozialdemokraten passt da deutlich nicht mehr ins Bild: "Die SP setzt sich für 
die Abschaffung der Armee ein. Bis dieses Ziel erreicht ist, soll die Schweizer Armee massiv ab- und umgebaut 
werden." 
 
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar im Anhang zu diesem Versandmail Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER 2022-31) 

 

sonntagszeitung.ch 
27.02.2022 

«Selbst mit den 
geplanten 36 Kampfjets  
sind wir nicht 
verteidigungsfähig» 

Albert A. Stahel, ehemaliger Professor für strategische Studien an der ETH und UNI Zürich, im Interview mit der 
Sonntagszeitung: 
 
Frage Sonntagszeitung von Mischa Aebi und Denis von Burg: 
Mit dem Einmarsch der Russen in der Ukraine hat zum ersten Mal seit Jahren eine Grossmacht ein anderes Land 

angegriffen und besetzt. Muss die Schweiz ihr Sicherheitskonzept und ihre Armeestrategie überdenken? 
 
Antwort Prof. em. Albert A. Stahel: 

https://www.svp.ch/news/artikel/medienmitteilungen/dringliche-massnahmen-der-schweiz-svp-fordert-erhoehung-der-verteidigungsausgaben-um-2-milliarden-franken-auf-1-des-bip-und-die-erhoehung-des-armeebestands-um-20000-angehoerige/
https://www.svp.ch/news/artikel/medienmitteilungen/dringliche-massnahmen-der-schweiz-svp-fordert-erhoehung-der-verteidigungsausgaben-um-2-milliarden-franken-auf-1-des-bip-und-die-erhoehung-des-armeebestands-um-20000-angehoerige/
https://www.svp.ch/news/artikel/medienmitteilungen/dringliche-massnahmen-der-schweiz-svp-fordert-erhoehung-der-verteidigungsausgaben-um-2-milliarden-franken-auf-1-des-bip-und-die-erhoehung-des-armeebestands-um-20000-angehoerige/
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Das hätte die Schweiz schon lange tun müssen. Selbst mit den geplanten 36 Kampfflugzeugen sind wir nicht 
verteidigungsfähig. Unsere Bodentruppen sind faktisch eliminiert. Wir müssten rasch nachrüsten. Seit 1989 haben alle 
VBS-Vorsteher die Armee so dramatisch abgebaut, dass sie heute ein Nonvaleur ist. Das ist eines selbstständigen Staates 
unwürdig. 

 
(Vollständiges registrierpflichtiges Interview abrufbar unter: 

https://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/selbst-mit-den-geplanten-36-kampfjets-sind-wir-nicht-verteidigungsfaehig-
581621204087) 

 

magazin.nzz.ch 
26.02.2022 

Müssen wir Angst 
haben, Frau Amherd? 

Luftraumsicherung und Cyberabwehr: So bereitet sich die Verteidigungsministerin auf eine mögliche Eskalation 
des Kriegs vor. Putin sei schwer berechenbar. 
 
«Die Schweiz könnte bei einem Angriff etwa von Russland nicht davon ausgehen, dass die Nato sie verteidigen 
würde, sagt Verteidigungsministerin Viola Amherd.» «Schweiz muss Luftraum mit eigenen Mitteln schützen» 
 
(Registrierpflichtiges Interview abrufbar unter: 
https://magazin.nzz.ch/nzz-am-sonntag/international/muessen-wir-angst-haben-frau-amherd-ld.1671943) 

 

nzz.ch 
Eric Gujer 
25.02.2022 

Putin greift auch den 
Westen an – die Nato 
muss eine Renaissance 
erleben 

Exzerpt: 
 
«Auch die Europäer müssen über die Bücher gehen. Während die USA ihre Streitkräfte erneuerten, strichen sie 
eine fette Friedensdividende ein. Vermutlich verstehen jetzt mehr Schweizer, warum eine glaubwürdige 
Landesverteidigung mit modernen Flugzeugen sinnvoll ist. Vermutlich sehen mehr Deutsche ein, dass der 
Wehretat steigen muss und nicht wie geplant mittelfristig sinken kann. Eine funktionierende Abschreckung hat 
nie an Bedeutung verloren. Heute ist ihr Stellenwert offensichtlicher denn je.» 
 
(Vollständiger registrierpflichtiger Leitartikel abrufbar unter: 
https://www.nzz.ch/meinung/der-andere-blick/putins-krieg-gegen-die-ukraine-die-nato-braucht-eine-renaissance-
ld.1671544) 

 

nebelspalter.ch 
Serkan Abrecht 
25.02.2022 

SP macht Kehrtwende 
bei der Armee: «Wir 
haben uns getäuscht» 
- 

Exzerpt: 
 
Die SP will ihre Sicherheitspolitik ändern. Sie will Panzer und Artillerie doch nicht abrüsten. Grund ist die 
russische Invasion in die Ukraine. An der Initiative gegen den neuen Kampfjet hält die Partei fest. 
 

https://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/selbst-mit-den-geplanten-36-kampfjets-sind-wir-nicht-verteidigungsfaehig-581621204087
https://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/selbst-mit-den-geplanten-36-kampfjets-sind-wir-nicht-verteidigungsfaehig-581621204087
https://magazin.nzz.ch/nzz-am-sonntag/international/muessen-wir-angst-haben-frau-amherd-ld.1671943
https://www.nzz.ch/meinung/der-andere-blick/putins-krieg-gegen-die-ukraine-die-nato-braucht-eine-renaissance-ld.1671544
https://www.nzz.ch/meinung/der-andere-blick/putins-krieg-gegen-die-ukraine-die-nato-braucht-eine-renaissance-ld.1671544
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Aber der amerikanische 
F-35 ist definitiv das 
falsche Flugzeug 

«Wir werden den sicherheitspolitischen Bericht anpassen müssen», sagt Nationalrätin Franziska Roth (SP, SO), 
Mitglied der SiK. Man habe sich dazu zusammen mit den anderen SP-Mitgliedern der SiK bereits 
ausgetauscht.«Ich bin zum Schluss gekommen, dass die Abrüstung der konventionellen militärischen 
Kampfmittel wie Artillerie und Panzer momentan keine Option mehr darstellt. Ich gebe zu: Wir haben uns 
getäuscht, als wir behauptet haben, dass territoriale Angriffskriege kein realistisches Szenario seien. Die Realität 
sieht leider anders aus», sagt Roth. 
 
Und was ist mit der Stopp-F-35-Initiative? Die SP hat letzten Sommer beschlossen, die von der Gruppe für eine 
Schweiz ohne Armee (GSoA) lancierte Volksinitiative gegen den neuen Kampfjet zu unterstützen. Wollen die 
Linken den Jet immer noch abschiessen? «Ja, daran halten wir fest. Ich bin überzeugt, dass die Luftwaffe neue 
Kampfjets braucht. Aber der amerikanische F-35 ist definitiv das falsche Flugzeug.» Auch der jetzige Konflikt 
ändere nichts an der Haltung der SP. «Putin weiss genau, dass er die Ukraine angreifen kann und keine 
militärischen Konsequenzen fürchten muss.» Er wisse aber auch, dass nur schon ein Raketenangriff auf NATO-
Gebiet eine militärische Reaktion der NATO provozieren würde. «Es ist nicht die Aufgabe der Schweiz als 
Nichtmitglied der NATO deren Aussengrenzen zu verteidigen. Somit brauchen wir auch keinen 
Tarnkappenbomber, der Russland bombardieren könnte», sagt Roth. 
 
(Vollständiger Zahlartikel abrufbar unter: 
https://nebelspalter.ch/sp-macht-kehrtwende-bei-der-armee-%C2%ABwir-haben-uns-getaeuscht%C2%BB) 

 

sog.ch 
Oberst Dominik Knill, 
Präsident SOG 
ASMZ 2022-03 

Egal ob es ein 
Rundschaubeitrag, eine 
fragwürdige Studie, eine 
«SiPol B 21»-Anhörung 
oder die Beschaffung 
des F-35A ist: Die SOG 
nimmt dezidiert 
Stellung. 
 

Exzerpt F-35: 
 
VBS Webinar Air2030 
Die parlamentarische Debatte zur Armeebotschaft mit dem F-35A und dem System der Bodluv grössere 
Reichweite Patriot steht an. Vor diesem Hintergrund informierte das VBS die Mitglieder der SOG am 2. Februar 
2022 über den Stand der beiden Projekte sowie über die Kommunikation zu Air2030. Rund 100 Zuschauer und 
Zuhörerinnen haben am Webinar Air2030 teilgenommen. Renato Kalbermatten, Chef Kommunikation VBS, 
Darko Savic, Projektleiter neues Kampfflugzeug (Armasuisse), und Markus Graf, Projektleiter Bodluv GR 
(Armasuisse), gestalteten das einstündige Livestreaming. Die Veranstaltung wurde live aus dem neuen «Studio 
21» des BASPO in Magglingen aufgezeichnet und von zwei Dolmetscherinnen für die Teilnehmenden simultan 
ins Französische übersetzt.  
 

https://nebelspalter.ch/sp-macht-kehrtwende-bei-der-armee-%C2%ABwir-haben-uns-getaeuscht%C2%BB
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Im Hinblick auf die Initiative «Stop F-35» ist die Botschaft klar: Die SOG mit ihren Sektionen und Mitgliedern 
stehen grossmehrheitlich hinter dem VBS-Typenentscheid. Nur eine Ablehnung der Initiative ermöglicht die 
Beschaffung eines neuen Kampfflugzeugs. 
 

nebelspalter.ch 
Dominik Feusi 
23.02.2022 

Wer den Frieden 
schützen will, muss ihn 
verteidigen – fünf 
vorläufige 
Schlussfolgerungen aus 
der Ukrainekrise 
 

Exzerpt: 
 
«Und noch etwas: Wer wie die Gruppe für eine Schweiz ohne Armee vor der russischen Botschaft für Frieden 
demonstriert, aber die Beschaffung eines solchen Kampfjets zum zweiten Mal bekämpft, dem ist die 
Inszenierung wichtiger als die Anerkennung der neuen, alten Realitäten (denen man sich schon immer 
verweigert hat) und des Friedens, der durch diese Realitäten gefährdet ist. Wer die Bewaffnung der Schweiz 
ablehnt, spielt der Geopolitik, den Putins dieser Welt in die Hände.» 
 
(Vollständiger zahlungspflichtiger Beitrag abrufbar unter: 
https://www.nebelspalter.ch/wer-den-frieden-schuetzen-will,-muss-ihn-verteidigen-%E2%80%93-fuenf-vorlaeufige-
schlussfolgerungen-aus-der-ukrainekrise) 

 

   

   

   

  Luft- und Marineluftstreitkräfte sowie strategische und weitere luftgestützte 
Einsatzmittel 
 

flightglobal.com 
08.03.2022 

TUN: 
Tunisian air force to 
field four ISR-adapted 
Grand Caravans 

Tunisia is to acquire four Cessna Grand Caravan EX turboprops for special mission duties. “The fleet will aid the 
Tunisian air force in intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance operations in the country,” says Bob Gibbs, 
vice-president, Special Mission Sales for Textron Aviation. “ATI Engineering Services will modify and equip the 
aircraft with an electro-optical/infrared sensor, operator console, tactical radio, video data link and night vision 
compatible lighting,” the Cessna parent company says. 
 
The deal has been conducted via a US government initiative to equip multiple African nations with a combined 
16 Grand Caravan EX aircraft via the Foreign Military Sales process. Past recipients are Cameroon, Chad, Kenya, 
Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Rwanda and Uganda, Textron says. 
 

https://www.nebelspalter.ch/wer-den-frieden-schuetzen-will,-muss-ihn-verteidigen-%E2%80%93-fuenf-vorlaeufige-schlussfolgerungen-aus-der-ukrainekrise
https://www.nebelspalter.ch/wer-den-frieden-schuetzen-will,-muss-ihn-verteidigen-%E2%80%93-fuenf-vorlaeufige-schlussfolgerungen-aus-der-ukrainekrise
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janes.com 
07.03.2022 

FRA/DEU: 
FCAS/SCAF stalls as 
industry fails to agree 
on Phase 1B terms 
 

Development work on the Future Combat Air System (FCAS)/Système de Combat Aérien Futur (SCAF) 
programme has effectively been halted, with the industrial partners unable to agree on workshare terms. The 
CEO of France‘s Dassault, Éric Trappier, made the disclosure during an earnings call on 4 March, saying that he 
had pulled his engineers off the programme until his company is able to agree on a way forward with Germany‘s 
Airbus and Spain‘s Indra on Phase 1B of the project. “The next phase of the work has not been awarded, [as] no 
agreement has been found with Airbus,” Trappier said, adding that he would return his engineers to the 
programme once a contract is signed. 
 

dailysabah.com 
06.03.2022 

TUR/GBR: 
Turkey working with 
Rolls-Royce on 5th-gen 
combat aircraft engine 
 

The top body of Turkey’s defense industry, Ismail Demir, head of the Presidency of Defense Industries (SSB),  
has started cooperating with United Kingdom-based Rolls-Royce on the engine to power the country’s National 
Combat Aircraft (MMU), the head of the authority said Saturday. The TF-X MMU, which is a fifth-generation jet 
with similar features to Lockheed Martin's F-35 Lightning II, is being developed by the local defense industry 
with the Turkish Aerospace Industries (TAI) as the main contractor. The national fighter jet is scheduled to exit 
the hangar in 2023, make its maiden flight in 2025 or 2026, and be added to the Turkish Armed Forces' (TSK) 
inventory in 2029. 
 

airforcemag.com 
03.03.2022 

USAF: 
Details Emerge on New 
Unmanned Long-Range 
Bomber and Fighter 
Projects 

The Air Force’s “4+1” fighter plan is still intact despite Secretary Frank Kendall’s new “imperative” to develop a 
fighter-like unmanned airplane, and the Air Force is well into developing a concept of operations for a new 
unmanned long-range bomber that might be attritable, if the price is right. The 4+1 plan—a roadmap for fighters 
that includes the Next Generation Air Dominance system, the F-35, the F-15EX, and the F-16, with the A-10 as 
the “plus one”—“is still valid … as part of near-term plans, … even mid-term plans,” Kendall told reports at the 
AFA Warfare Symposium. That’s because “it’s early … to commit” to uncrewed combat aircraft of the scope he’s 
contemplating. 
 
In his keynote speech, Kendall said the NGAD system “will include a crewed platform teamed with a much less 
expensive, autonomous, uncrewed combat aircraft employing a distributed, tailorable mix of sensors, weapons, 
and other mission equipment.” It will “very much be” a “system of systems” approach for air-to-air combat, he 
said. 
 
The unmanned bomber, on the other hand, is “more speculative.” There’s “more work to do” to flesh the idea 
out, he said. He clarified that the aircraft he has in mind isn’t necessarily an unmanned version of the B-21, 
which was “designed with an option to be unmanned.” But it could be. The unmanned bomber is to have 
“comparable range” to that of the B-21, with a “payload to be determined,” but it must be “operationally 
valuable and cost effective.” It might accompany the B-21, he said. The new bomber is in “concept definition,” 
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he said. It will likely get underway with funding in the fiscal 2024 budget, he said. The new aircraft would not 
substitute for any of the 120 or so B-21s now contemplated, Kendall said. It would be “additive” to the planned 
bomber fleet, but he specifically declined to discuss any numbers. 
 
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter: 
https://www.airforcemag.com/details-emerge-on-new-unmanned-long-range-bomber-and-fighter-projects/) 

 

airforcemag.com 
03.03.2022 

USAF: 
First B-21 Moves to 
New Hangar for Loads 
Calibration 

The first B-21 expected to fly is largely assembled and has moved to a calibration facility, one of the last steps 
before powering systems and making final checks ahead of first flight, Rapid Capabilities Office Director Randall 
Walden reported. The first flight will likely be a hop to nearby Edwards Air Force Base, Calif. Six B-21s are now 
under construction at Northrop Grumman’s Palmdale, Calif., facility, he said. 
 

embraer.com 
03.03.2022 

BRA: 
Embraer Defense & 
Security promotes its 
portfolio  
- 
C-390 

Since its first delivery to the Brazilian Air Force (FAB) in 2019, the KC-390 Millennium multi-mission aircraft has 
proven its capability, reliability and outstanding performance on domestic and overseas missions. FAB’s current 
fleet of Embraer KC-390s stands at five, with four are fully operational. These aircraft have exceeded 4,800 flight 
hours in operation, which means more than 600 flight hours per year by each aircraft, with a mission completion 
rate of 97%, showing an outstanding productivity in its category. The C-390 Millennium has already 
demonstrated its capability of successful take-offs and landings on unpaved runway, which is critical for many 
air force requirements, given the diverse terrains and harsh environments they operate from. In addition, the 
C-390 can operate from an altitude of 14,000 ft, which fits the operational requirements for high altitudes. 
 

english.alarabiya.net 
01.03.2022 

USA/ARE: 
US still committed to 
selling F-35 jets, armed 
drones to UAE: Official 
 

A senior US official stressed Tuesday that the US was committed to selling F-35 fighter jets and armed drones 
to the UAE. “They know that we are committed, and we are making sure that they have all of the information 
they need to move forward,” Assistant Secretary of State for Political-Military Affairs Jessica Lewis said. 

wpafb.af.mil 
28.02.2022 

USAF: 
F-16 fleet undergoing 
largest modification 
work in history 

In one of the largest modernization efforts in U.S. Air Force history, 608 F-16s – comprised of Blocks 40 and 50 
– will undergo up to 22 modifications designed to improve lethality and ensure the fourth-generation fighter 
remains effective in meeting current and future threats. The Air Force Life Cycle Management Center’s Fighters 
and Advanced Aircraft Directorate is leading the complex project, known as Post Block Integration Team or 
PoBIT, and developed the plan to organize and install the modifications on the aircraft. 
 
Updates to the aircraft include installing Active Electronically Scanned Array radar and Link 16 – a battlefield 
communication system, modernizing the cockpit and main mission computer, and converting the fleet to a high 

https://www.airforcemag.com/details-emerge-on-new-unmanned-long-range-bomber-and-fighter-projects/
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speed data network. In addition, the fighter will receive next-generation electronic warfare capability as well as 
a Communication Suite Upgrade, a Center Display Unit, a Programmable Data Generator, and several other key 
hardware components to modernize the aircraft. A number of the modifications have already started and will 
continue over several years. Overall, PoBIT involves six major commands, more than 18 bases, multiple 
companies, and contracts totaling approximately $6.3 billion. 
 
“This effort is a big deal for the Air Force,” said Joseph. “In order for us to keep the F-16 in the fight performing 
all its different roles for our Combatant Commanders, we must significantly modernize the fleet.” 
 

asiatimes.com 
28.02.2022 

TUR/PAK: 
Turkey, Pakistan pursue 
world’s first ‘Islamic 
world’ fighter 

Turkey and Pakistan are teaming up to develop a 5th generation stealth fighter in a bid to replace their aging 
US-made F-16 fleets. In a Pakistani TV interview this month, Turkish Aerospace Industries (TUSAS) CEO Temel 
Kotil announced the Turkish Fighter Experimental (TF-X) will be a joint Turkish-Pakistan project. The TF-X, first 
announced in 2016, is envisioned to be a twin-engine multirole aircraft focused on air-to-air capabilities but will 
also have air-to-surface roles. It is also planned to use a mixture of US and Russian technologies, as Turkey 
license-produces the US General Electric F118 engine, and Russia can provide the necessary avionics, propulsion 
system, radar, sensors, ejection seat and data link systems. For Turkey, the choice of a US engine for the TF-X 
may be too optimistic, as the US Congress will most likely block jet engine technology transfers to Turkey as part 
of sanctions imposed over its purchase of Russian S-400 air defense systems in 2017. 
 

globaltimes.cn 
27.02.2022 

CHN: 
PLA airborne troops 
take delivery of new  
Y-12 transport aircraft 
with better power, 
handle ability 

The Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) airborne troops recently took delivery of new Y-12 transport aircraft 
that boasts significantly enhanced power, avionics and handle ability, with experts saying on Sunday that the 
aircraft is expected to host training missions for paratroopers and potentially carry out special forces tasks. For 
the PLA airborne troops, the Y-12 will be used to replace its older counterpart, the Y-5, and will be used mainly 
in basic training missions for paratroopers, Fu Qianshao, a Chinese military aviation expert, told the Global Times 
on Sunday. The lightweight Y-12 is an outstanding platform for this purpose, because it is more cost-effective 
than medium-sized transport aircraft like the Y-8 and Y-9, as well as large transport aircraft like the Y-20 and Il-
76, Fu said. The latter planes will be used in more advanced training, large-scale exercises and real combat. In 
addition, the Y-12 could also be used to carry special forces units in special operations, Fu said. 
 

forsvaret.no 
24.02.2022 

NOR: 
Norway's first P-8 
Poisedon landed at 
Evenes Air Base 

Norway's first new P-8 Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft touched Norwegian ground for the first time at 21:30 
Norwegian time on Thursday 24 February 2022. Thursday's long-awaited arrival of the state-of-the-art maritime 
patrol aircraft, named "Viking", marks a historic milestone. In total, Norway has bought five P-8 Poseidon 
aircraft. They will take over for today's P-3 Orion and DA-20 in Norway. The new P-8 Poseidon will start patrolling 
Norway's vast maritime areas in 2023. The main task of the P-8 Poseidon is to ensure maritime surveillance and 
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to build situational awareness and understanding in the northern areas. Together with the  
F-35s, the Norwegian Armed Forces will have two strategically important capacities, working together in 
defending Norway. The personnel at Andøya Air Base will continue Norway's MPA missions with P-3 Orion until 
P-8 is ready to take over from 2023 on. Until then, 133 Air Wing and the 333 Squadron at Evenes Air Base will 
launch a P-8 major test and evaluation programme. 
 

boeing.mediaroom. 
com 
24.02.2022 

IND: 
Indian Navy Expands 
Fleet with Delivery of 
12th P-8I 

Boeing delivered the 12th P-8I maritime patrol aircraft to India, on February 19. This is the fourth of four 
additional aircraft delivered under the options contract signed by the Ministry of Defence in 2016. The P-8I is 
an integral part of the Indian Navy’s fleet and has surpassed 35,000 flight hours since it was inducted in 2013. 
The aircraft, with its exceptional maritime surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities, versatility and 
operational readiness, has proven to be an important asset to the Navy. In addition to unmatched maritime 
reconnaissance and anti-submarine warfare capabilities, the P-8I has been deployed to assist during disaster 
relief and humanitarian missions. The Indian Navy was the first international customer for the P-8 and today 
the P-8 is also operated by the U.S. Navy, the Royal Australian Air Force, the United Kingdom’s Royal Air Force 
and the Royal Norwegian Air Force. 
 

defense.gouv.fr 
24.02.2022 

FRA: 
Withdrawal of service of 
the last Mirage 2000N 
in service in France 

After a little more than 30 years devoted to the defense of our country, then a few last years within the DGA 
Flight Tests center of expertise in Istres as a test bench aircraft, the last Mirage 2000N in service made, Tuesday, 
February 22, its last flight before joining the BA 133 of Nancy-Ochey. It will now serve as a means of training for 
mechanics of the Air Force and Space. Commissioned into the Strategic Air Force on 1 April 1988 and withdrawn 
from operational service in 2017, some Mirage 2000N continued their careers at DGA Flight Tests. The No. 356 
M2000N was the latest still in service. At the end, it made it possible to validate a new refuelling pole allowing 
the M2000 fleet to refuel on the A400M. 
 

   

   

   

  Hubschrauber und Kipprotor-Flugzeuge 
 

pna.gov.ph 
08.03.2022 

PHL: 
2 of PAF's 6 Turkish-
made attack choppers 
now in PH 

The Philippine Air Force (PAF) announced that two of the six units of the Turkish-made T129 "ATAK" attack 
helicopters it has acquired arrived at Clark Air Base, Pampanga early Wednesday. "The PAF welcomes the arrival 
of two units of T129 'ATAK' helicopters onboard the (Airbus) A-400M from Turkey at 30 minutes past midnight 
09 March 2022 at Clark Air Base, Mabalacat City, Pampanga," Air Force spokesperson, Lt. Col. Maynard Mariano, 
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 said in a message to reporters. The A-400Ms are cargo aircraft of the Turkish Air Force. He added that he expects 
the two T129 helicopters to be commissioned within one or two months at the most. Mariano said the PAF's 
15th Strike Wing would operate the T129s, which will be used for close-air support for ground troops and armed 
surveillance and reconnaissance. 
 

breakingdefense.com 
08.03.2022 

SAU: 
Saudi Chinook delivery 
on schedule 

The first delivery of CH-47 Chinook helicopters to Saudi Arabia will go on as scheduled this year. “The Chinooks 
are on schedule for delivery, and we are sure that [the Saudi Air Force] will be able to operate those in the 
Kingdom this year. KSA will be the 21st global operator of the Chinooks. Saudi Arabia signed in 2016 a $3.5-
billion Foreign Military Sales agreement with the United States to procure 48 Chinooks along with support and 
parts. Rick Lemaster, Boeing’s vice president for international sales in the defense sector noted that despite the 
COVID-19 lockdown and interruption of the supply chain Boeing was able to complete the Chinooks on schedule. 
 

defense.gov 
02.03.2022 

USSOCOM: 
MH47-G helicopter 

The Boeing Co. was awarded a firm-fixed-price modification to an existing delivery order in the amount of 
$194,628,000 on contract H92241-20-F-0020 to procure six MH47-G renew rotary wing aircraft in support of 
U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM). Fiscal 2022 procurement and Army funds in the amount of 
$194,628,000 are being obligated at the time of award. 
 
(Ergänzende Information boeing.mediaroom.com vom 03.03.2022: The upgraded MH-47G Block II Chinook features 
improved structure and weight reduction initiatives that increase the aircraft’s performance and efficiency, allowing for 
extended lift and range. Boeing has delivered five MH-47G Block II aircraft to date. Deliveries of the new order are 

scheduled to begin in 2024.) 
 

airbus.com 
02.03.2022 

OCCAR: 
France and Spain launch 
Tiger MkIII programme 

OCCAR (Organisation for Joint Armament Cooperation), on behalf of the French and Spanish Armament General 
Directorate, the DGA (Direction Générale de l’Armement) and the DGAM (Dirección General de Armamento y 
Material) has awarded a contract to Airbus Helicopters for the development, production, and initial in-service 
support of the Tiger MkIII attack helicopter upgrade programme. The contract includes the upgrade of 42 
aircraft for France (with the possibility to add another 25 helicopters) and 18 for Spain. In addition, the contract 
provides the possibility for Germany to later join the Tiger MkIII programme. The first prototype is scheduled 
for an inaugural flight in 2025. First delivery to the French Armament General Directorate (DGA) will take place 
in late 2029 followed by a first delivery to Spain in 2030. Development and upgrade work will be conducted in 
Airbus Helicopters facilities in Albacete (Spain), Marignane (France) and Donauwörth (Germany). 
 
The Tiger MkIII standard configuration will include the integration of the Safran Strix NG sights, the Thales FlytX 
avionics suite, the Topowl DD helmet-mounted sight display, an Indra IFF upgrade, Thales GNSS, and Safran’s 
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inertial navigation system. The communication suite will be upgraded with Thales’ Contact/Synaps radio and 
data links dedicated to manned/unmanned teaming. Moreover, for Spain Link16 and SATCOM functionalities 
will be included. The Spanish Tiger MkIII will be equipped with a battlefield management system and 
countermeasures provided by Indra, whereas the French Tiger MkIII will be equipped with a battlefield 
management system by ATOS and countermeasures provided by Thales. The new weapon package for France 
will include the MBDA MAST-F (Future Tactical Air-to-Surface Missile) and Mistral 3 air-to-air missile. For Spain, 
new capabilities will  include 70mm guided rockets and a new air to ground missile. 
 

tasnimnews.com 
26.02.2022 

IRN: 
Iran Army Choppers 
Equipped with Night-
Vision Gear: 
Commander 

In remarks at a military ceremony in the northeastern city of Mashhad on Saturday, Commander of the Iranian 
Army Ground Force’s Airborne Division General Yousef Qorbani said the choppers at disposal of his forces have 
been equipped with night-vision systems and missiles that have successfully hit targets kilometers away. He also 
noted that the domestic knowledge-based companies have assisted the Army in manufacturing components of 
the military equipment and advanced weaponry. 
 

acc.af.mil 
25.02.2022 

USAF: 
Jolly Green II brings 
ACC’s CSAR mission into 
the future 
 

Air Combat Command’s newest Combat Search and Rescue helicopter, the HH-60W Jolly Green II, will be fully 
operational in fall of 2022 to replace its predecessor, the HH-60G Pave Hawk, to better serve the personnel 
recovery mission in the future fight. The HH-60W program of record includes up to 113 helicopters to support 
the PR mission. The first units currently fielding the aircraft are the 41st Rescue Squadron at Moody Air Force 
Base, Georgia and the 512th Rescue Squadron, Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico. 
 
The HH-60W is designed from the ground up with integrated mission systems that improve situational 
awareness for aircrews conducting the CSAR mission in contested environments. The helicopter features new 
multi-function displays to provide pilots with critical flight information. An updated flight director, the pilot’s 
navigation tool, enables greater automation than the previous model to lower crew workloads. “The flight 
director has authority to automate some aspects of hovering,” said Larson. “You can command the flight 
director to maintain a hover, move in a direction at a user-defined low airspeed, or even engage a go-around 
mode and let the aircraft fly relatively hands-free.” 
 

bundesheer.at 
22.02.2022 

AUT: 
Bundesheer: Dritter 
modifizierter "Black 
Hawk" gelandet 

Heute übergab Verteidigungsministerin Klaudia Tanner am Fliegerhorst Brumowski den dritten nachgerüsteten 
S-70 "Black Hawk"-Transporthubschrauber an die Truppe. «Mit dem Ankauf von drei weiteren 'Black Hawk' 
sollten wir dann 2025 alle zwölf in Österreich am letzten Stand der Technik verfügbar haben." Bei dieser 
Modifizierung wird statt einzelner Avionik-Systeme das Gesamtsystem ersetzt, also das gesamte Cockpit. Das 
neue System basiert auf dem integrierten G5000H-Cockpit von Garmin, mit welchem sämtliche Anforderungen, 
die für die Nutzung des Luftraumes nach Sichtflug- und Instrumentenflugregeln, insbesondere GPS-gestützte 
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Anflugverfahren, jetzt und in Zukunft bestehen, erfüllt werden. Durch die innovative Avionikarchitektur ist die 
Integration von Funkgeräten, Sensoren oder anderer Systeme im Rahmen der Umrüstung aber auch bei 
zukünftig anfallenden Bedürfnissen möglich. 
 
Mit dem Ankauf der 18 "Leonardo" AW169 und der Verfügbarkeit des ersten Hubschraubers noch 2022, wird 
die Leistungsfähigkeit der österreichischen Hubschrauberflotte auf ein neues Niveau gehoben. 
 

   

   

   

  Unbemannte Luftfahrzeuge (UAV) und Robotik 
 

afrl.af.mil 
09.03.2022 

USAF: 
AFRL program advances 
unmanned air system 
used for training U.S. 
fighter pilots 

The Air Force Research Laboratory Aerospace Systems Directorate has awarded a Small Business Innovation 
Research contract to Blue Force Technologies to develop an unmanned air vehicle that supports adversary air 
(ADAIR) training missions. The Bandit program contract was awarded as the result of a Strategic Financing 
(STRATFI) proposal selected by AFWERX with a $9 million initial value and options to complete the design and 
build of up to four air vehicles. Under the Bandit program, Blue Force Technologies, a small aerospace and 
defense company based in North Carolina, will mature a high-performance unmanned air vehicle design that 
pilots of Air Force fighter aircraft can use to train against. The air vehicle is a part of a proposed autonomy-based 
system providing adversary air training for Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps fighter crews at greatly reduced 
costs compared to current manned capabilities. The 12-month effort will mature the vehicle design to critical 
design level, perform engine ground testing and validate the design of the engine installation under the 
technical guidance of AFRL subject matter experts. 
 
The Bandit program aims to provide an air vehicle solution for the unmanned ADAIR capability which, when 
integrated with autonomy, mission payloads and sensors, will revolutionize the adversary air training mission 
and provide key opportunities for pilots to interact with the unmanned systems in a training environment. 
 

@IAFsite 
06.03.2022 
 

ISR: 
F-35I «Adir» intercept 
UAV 
 

In March 2021, IAF F-35I "Adir" fighter jets successfully intercepted two Iranian UAVs launched towards Israeli 
territory. The UAVs were successfully intercepted, making it the worlds first operational UAV interception by an 
F-35. 
 
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 06.03.2022: The Israel Defense Forces on Sunday announced that it 
downed several Iranian drones heading for the Gaza Strip last year. Two aircraft were intercepted by F-35 jets far from 
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Israel’s borders in March 2021, the IDF said in a statement. According to Channel 12 news, a third drone was downed 
using electronic warfare means. “The interception of the UAVs was carried out prior to them entering Israeli airspace, in 
coordination with neighboring countries,” the military said. “The UAVs were detected and tracked throughout their flight 
by ground control units,” it added. The IDF said it was the first time F-35 jets have been used to take down a drone. 
According to Hebrew-language media reports, the drones were carrying firearms, specifically pistols, destined for terror 
groups in Gaza. The timing of the military’s announcement on Sunday, a full year after the incident, was unclear.) 
 
(Ergänzende Information jpost.com vom 07.03.2022 17:01: Two Iranian Shahed 197 drones heading toward Israel were 
downed by Israeli F-35i fighter jets last year far beyond the country’s airspace and less than half an hour after they had 
been identified. One drone, flying toward Israel from the South, was spotted at around 1:44 AM and was shot down at 
2:19 AM. The second one, which was flying in from the East, was identified at 1:46 AM and downed at 2:16 AM. The  
F-35is were from the 140th Golden Eagle Squadron and 116th Lions of the South Squadron. Though the IDF was unable to 
say where the drones were launched from, “The UAVs were detected and tracked throughout their flight by ground 
control units.” The fragments of the UAVs were collected and documented by a regional country and shared with the IDF. 
“The interceptions of the UAVs were carried out prior to them entering Israeli airspace, in coordination with neighboring 
countries,” the military said, without naming the countries due to security concerns. 
 
(Ergänzende Information breakingdefense.com vom 07.03.2022: The two Israeli high ranking officers, one from the IAF 
and the other from the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) intelligence, told reporters that the two drones were Iranian made 
systems, the detection of which was made by a combination of an IAFAEW aircraft, and ground radars, the officers said. 
These two systems were on a transport mission, believed to be part of a technical evaluation of the drone, which Israel 
briefers called the Shahad 197. After the two UAV’s were shot down with air-air missiles launched by the F-35, the 
remains were recovered and it was discovered the two systems were carrying hand guns, believed to be headed for 
Hezbollah in Lebanon and Hamas in Gaza, two Iranian proxies. “The plan was to drop the cargo over Lebanon and Gaza 
and fly back,” one of the officers said. The F-35s took off from Nevatim Airbase in southern Israel. One plane belongs to 
the 116 squadron and the second to the 140 squadron. The officers said that the radar and other sensors aboard the F-35 
make the aircraft the ideal one for such missions. “We anticipated the threat and made some changes that improved the 
aircraft capabilities in this type of mission” one said, without elaboration.) 

 

tasnimnews.com 
05.03.2022 

IRN: 
IRGC Unveils 
Underground Missile, 
Drone Bases 

The Islamic Revolution Guards Corps on Saturday unveiled two cavernous military bases accommodating 
missiles and unmanned aerial vehicles. IRGC Commander Major General Hossein Salami unveiled the two bases 
hiding underground tunnel systems. The subterranean bases accommodate ground-to-ground missile systems 
with new advanced equipment as well as assault drones capable of penetrating into the enemy’s radar and air 
defense networks. This is the first time the IRGC Aerospace Force unveils an underground drone base. The new 
base is furnished with homegrown drones with a range of 2,000 kilometers, twin missile launch platforms, and 
platforms for the launch of multiple drones. 
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(Ergänzende Information tasnimnews.com vom 05.03.2022: The IRGC’s missile firepower and its ability to launch 
projectiles simultaneously have increased sevenfold, he noted, adding that the duration of preparing missiles for launch as 
well as the intervals between the launches have been reduced remarkably. Commenting on the features of the new 
underground bases, Brigadier General Amir Ali Hajizadeh said 60 drones can fly from the base at the same time. “Since 
the range of these unmanned aircraft is long and not limited, we have no limitation on the targets and can hit any hostile 
target,” the general explained. The subterranean bases unveiled today accommodate ground-to-ground missile systems 
with new advanced equipment as well as assault drones capable of penetrating into the enemy’s radar and air defense 
networks.)  

 

ga-asi.com 
04.03.2022 
 

GA-ASI Announces 
Evolution Class of UAS 
for the Future Fights of 
Tomorrow 
 

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. is pleased to announce its new category of future-forward 
unmanned aircraft systems, focused on information dominance and airspace supremacy. “Evolution” 
establishes a third aircraft class within GA-ASI, joining the well-known Predator® line and recently announced 
Mojave line of expeditionary UAS featuring short-takeoff and landing (STOL) capability. Evolution is designed to 
meet the needs of the U.S. Air Force’s vision for its future force, as well as new UAS concepts such as Defender, 
Sparrowhawk and the recently announced Gambit. The new Evolution line leads in advanced, affordable, 
attritable and autonomous combat power. 
 

dailysabah.com 
03.03.2022 

TUR/UKR: 
Bayraktar UAVs 
purchased by Ukraine, 
not aid from Turkey: 
Deputy FM 

Turkey's sale of Bayraktar TB2 unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) to Ukraine is not a form of aid, they are products 
that Ukraine purchased from a Turkish company, Deputy Foreign Minister Yavuz Selim Kıran said Thursday. Kyiv 
has initially purchased around 20 Bayraktar TB2 drones. In addition to Ukraine, the producing company, Baykar, 
has signed sales deals with several other countries, including Qatar, Azerbaijan and Poland, which in May last 
year became the first European Union and NATO member state to acquire drones from Turkey. Many other 
nations have also hinted at buying the UAVs. 
 

dailysabah.com 
03.03.2022 

TUR: 
Turkey debuts landmark 
combat drone Akıncı 
with upgraded engines 

Turkey’s landmark combat drone Akıncı on Wednesday underwent a successful flight test with upgraded 
engines that make it the most advanced platform in its class. Equipped with two engines of 750 horsepower 
(hp) each, the Akıncı B unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) stayed in the air for an hour and 16 minutes 
after it took off from the training and test center of its developer Baykar in northwestern Tekirdağ’s Çorlu 
district, its developer Baykar said. A total of 1,500 hp makes it “the world’s most powerful and highest combat-
capable unmanned combat aerial vehicle” in its class, Selçuk Bayraktar, the Chief Technology Officer (CTO) at 
the drone maker, said on Twitter.  
 
The initial model, Akıncı A, the first of which was delivered to the Turkish security forces in late August last year, 
is equipped with engines of 450 hp each for a total of 900 hp. Six of them have entered the inventory so far and 
have been actively used by the Turkish Armed Forces (TSK), Baykar says. Baykar has also completed an export 
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deal for the Akıncı with two countries, its CEO Haluk Bayraktar said on Twitter on Wednesday. Deliveries are 
aimed to be made periodically starting from 2023, according to the company. 
 
Akıncı is longer and wider than the Bayraktar TB2 and can perform strategic tasks. It has a 20-meter (65-foot) 
wingspan with its unique twisted-wing structure and is equipped with fully automatic flight control and a triple-
redundant autopilot system. Akıncı can carry various weaponry, including a range of missiles such as Smart 
Micro Munitions (MAM-L) developed by prominent Turkish contractor Roketsan. It can be equipped with the 
locally produced active electronically scanned array (AESA) radar and air-to-air missiles Gökdoğan (Merlin) and 
Bozdoğan (Peregrine). It is also able to launch several other types of locally made munitions, such as the 
Roketsan-built Stand-Off Missile (SOM), a long-range air-to-surface cruise missile that can hit targets up to 150 
miles (240 kilometers) away. 
 
After Akıncı B, an even more advanced model, Akıncı C, equipped with 950 hp each for a total of 1,900 hp, will 
soon be in the skies, Bayraktar said. 
 

ga-asi.com 
03.03.2022 

GA-ASI Introduces 
Gambit 
- 
New Autonomous 
Collaborative Platform 
Designed to Lead from 
Front 

Gambit is an Autonomous Collaborative Platform (ACP) designed through digital engineering to speed its time 
to market and lower acquisition cost, and it will deliver an extended and enhanced sensing capability. The jet-
powered platform is being built for air dominance and will heavily leverage advances in artificial intelligence 
and autonomous systems. Working alongside human-piloted aircraft, Gambit will enable pilots to see deeper 
into hostile airspace, detect threats first, and provide time and space for critical decisions and actions. 
 
Designed as an advanced concept aircraft, Gambit will use AI and autonomy to complete a variety of tasks 
without being prompted by an operator. GA-ASI’s software and integration systems will support detection and 
analysis, and provide users with the highest quality intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance ever possible 
from an unmanned aircraft. On point out ahead of U.S. Air Force tactical aircraft, Gambit will also be able to 
sense and track targets of interest, and distribute that information across the battlespace.   
  

navair.navy.mil 
02.03.2022 

USN: 
Navy to demo new MQ-
8 Fire Scout mine 
countermeasure system 
 

The Navy is working to develop a new podded mine countermeasure (MCM) sensor suite for the MQ-8C Fire 
Scout that that will enable the unmanned helicopter to detect and localize mines and obstacles on land and at-
sea. 
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ga-asi.com 
02.03.2022 

MQ-9A Passes 2 Million 
Flight Hours 
- 
Workhorse RPA 
Continues to Deliver 
Unmatched Surveillance 
and Rapid Strike 
Capabilities 
 

The MQ-9A Remotely Piloted Aircraft has surpassed 2 million flight hours in support of global customers. The 
workhorse unmanned aircraft from General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI) combines unmatched 
persistence and mission flexibility with a >90% Mission Capable Rate, which puts the MQ-9A in a class by itself.   
 
When combined with the flight hours of other GA-ASI aircraft, which includes Predator A and Predator XP; 
Predator B Extended Range (ER), Guardian, Gray Eagle and Gray Eagle ER; Predator C Avenger; and MQ-9B 
SkyGuardian and SeaGuardian®, the total flight hours for the GA-ASI fleet exceed 7.2 million supporting close 
to 500,000 missions. 
 
GA-ASI aircraft average more than 48,000 hours per month supporting the U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army, U.S. Marine 
Corps, NASA, the Italian Air Force, the UK Royal Air Force, the French Air Force, the UAE Armed Forces, the 
Indian Government, and new MQ-9As are being delivered to the Royal Netherlands Air Force now.  
 
The MQ-9A Block 5 has endurance of over 27 hours, speeds of 240 KTAS and can operate up to 50,000 feet. It 
has a 3,850-pound (1,746-kilogram) payload capacity that includes 3,000 pounds (1,361 kilograms) of external 
stores. It provides a long-endurance, persistent surveillance capability with Full-Motion Video and Synthetic 
Aperture Radar/Moving Target Indicator/Maritime Radar.  
 

defenseworld.net 
02.03.2022 

UKR: 
Fresh Supply of 
Bayraktar TB2 Drones 
Arrives in Ukraine 

The Ministry of Defense of Ukraine announced that new Bayraktar TB2 combat drones have arrived from Turkey 
and are being deployed in the field. The delivery comes amidst the Russian invasion into Ukrainian borders. 
These new drones add onto the 12 Bayraktar TB2s in Ukraine's inventory being used in the air and naval forces. 
Ukraine shared grainy aerial images of Russian tanks and missile batteries destroyed by their Bayraktar drones. 
A black-and-white footage that went viral on Twitter Sunday showed a massive explosion ripping through what 
appears to be a Russian convoy. 
 

defence24.com 
01.03.2022 

POL: 
Poland to Procure 
Reaper MALE UAVs 

Poland is to procure MALE MQ-9 Reaper drones, we have found out. The procurement is to be finalized as an 
urgent operational requirement, concerning the situation beyond Poland's eastern border. The Reapers' 
procurement is an ad hoc one, thus not a part of the Zefir MALE UAV procurement programme. 
 

baesystems.com 
01.03.2022 

BAE Systems 
demonstrates manned-
unmanned teaming 
capabilities in flight test 

BAE Systems and the Office of the Deputy Secretary of Defense’s Strategic Capabilities Office (SCO) have 
completed a successful flight test of advanced Manned Unmanned Teaming (MUM-T) technology at a 
Department of Defense flight test range. The technology enables the rapid infusion of new payloads and 
platforms into the fleet to quickly enhance mission effectiveness and counter adversary technology. The 
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capstone flight test used real mission sensors on multiple unmanned military platforms and a manned military 
fighter aircraft, to execute a combat mission. 
 
Over the next year, BAE Systems will continue development efforts with the DOD and invest in additional 
capabilities to further mature its MUM-T suite for operational readiness. The next phase of flight tests will 
enhance the mission suite’s capabilities and technology, showcasing flexibility and openness for integration on 
an additional manned aircraft type and another unmanned platform to execute a different mission. 
 

ga-asi.com 
25.02.2022 

GA-ASI Pairs Avenger 
with Virtual UAS to 
Demo Autonomous 
Search and Follow 

As part of the company’s commitment to develop advanced unmanned autonomy, General Atomics 
Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI) used a company-owned Avenger® Unmanned Aircraft System and five 
hardware-in-the-loop synthetic Avengers to autonomously search and follow an artificially-generated 
adversary. The live-virtual swarm utilized a simulated Infrared Search and Track (IRST) sensor network in 
addition to the government-furnished CODE autonomy engine to accomplish the mission. In the two-hour flight 
on January 28, 2022, the Avenger flew over the high desert of southern California. The live Avenger was 
commanded into a search mission with the five simulated Avengers. Once the simulated adversary entered the 
designated search area, the team of Avengers would decide, utilizing an AI/ML algorithm, which aircraft would 
autonomously break from the search-loiter and perform complex behaviors to show closed loop, air-to-air 
tactics. 
 
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter: 
https://www.ga-asi.com/ga-asi-pairs-avenger-with-virtual-uas-to-demo-autonomous-search-follow) 

 

   

   

   

  Bewaffnung und weitere Nutzlasten 
 

navair.navy.mil 
04.03.2021 

USMC: 
Marine Corps Joint Air-
to-Ground Missile 
achieves Initial 
Operational Capability 

The U.S. Marine Corps declared Initial Operating Capability (IOC) for the AGM-179A Joint Air-to-Ground Missile 
(JAGM) on the AH-1Z Viper effective 1 March 2022. JAGM, a joint program with the Army, is a precision-guided 
missile that combines semi-active laser guidance and millimeter-wave radar. It is an air-to-surface precision-
guided munition (PGM) used on joint rotary-wing, unmanned aircraft systems, and fixed-wing platforms to 
destroy high-value, stationary and moving, land and maritime targets. 
 

https://www.ga-asi.com/ga-asi-pairs-avenger-with-virtual-uas-to-demo-autonomous-search-follow
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mbda-systems.com 
03.03.2022 

FRA/ESP: 
MBDA and Airbus 
Helicopters have been 
co-contracted for the 
integration of Mistral 3 
missile on the French-
Spanish Tiger MkIII 
attack helicopter and 
MHT missile on the 
French Tiger MkIII. 
 

The contracts were signed by OCCAR (Organisation for Joint Armament Cooperation), on behalf of the French 
and Spanish Procurement agencies, the DGA (Direction générale de l’armement) and the DGAM (Dirección 
General de Armamento y Material) on Wednesday, 2 March 2022.  
 
Current French and Spanish Tiger helicopters have been designed with Mistral air defence capabilities. 
Evolutions on the new Tiger MkIII will allow the integration of the Mistral 3 version launched in 2019, which 
benefits increased functions. Mistral 3 is an extremely reliable fire-and-forget air defence missile, with a range 
of up to 6.5kms. Equipped with an infrared imaging seeker and advanced image processing capabilities, Mistral 
offers excellent countermeasure resistance and can engage low thermal signature targets such as UAVs, 
turbojet-powered missiles and fast crafts at long range, in addition to the usual combat aircraft and helicopter 
targets. 
 
MHT (Missile Haut de Trame – High Tier Missile) is being developed by MDBA for the French Army’s Future 
tactical Air-to-Surface Missile (Missile Air-Surface Tactique Futur – MAST-F) program as the main air-to-ground 
armament for the French Tiger MkIII helicopters, in the framework of the Military Programming Act (Loi de 
programmation militaire) 2019-2025. The MHT missile has a range of up to 10kms depending on operating 
conditions (up to 15kms from a drone), and its multi-effect warhead can handle a wide variety of targets, from 
modern battle tanks to hardened combat infrastructure. The MHT performs day or night, including in beyond-
line-of-sight (BLOS) mode. A two-way datalink sends high-resolution images from the missile’s TV/infrared/SAL 
optronic seeker back to the operator, which the crew of a Tiger MkIII can use to choose the missile’s point of 
impact, or to select a new target in flight, making the weapon suitable for fluid battlefield situations. The radio-
frequency data link provides the platform with a complete freedom of movement during the missile flight. The 
modular architecture of the MHT enables easy integration onto a variety of land and air combat platforms in 
addition to the Tiger MkIII. Weighting 20% less than other missiles in its category, the MHT provides a significant 
weight saving for the Tiger MkIII, enabling it to carry up to twelve missiles in combat configuration. This weight 
saving increases the Tiger’s fuel capacity and its combat endurance, providing a significant gain in fight time 
before refuelling. 
 

defense.gov 
28.02.2022 

USAF: 
Modification  
Lot 20 Joint Air-to-
Surface Standoff Missile 
– Extended Range 
missiles with containers 

Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control has been awarded a $128,245,319 firm-fixed-price contract 
modification (P00013) to previously awarded contract FA8682-21-C-0001 for the exercise of an option for 
hardware spares and the partial exercise of an option for an additional 123 Lot 20 Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff 
Missile – Extended Range missiles with containers. Work is expected to be completed by Jan. 30, 2026 
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flightglobal.com 
28.02.2022 

AUS: 
Lockheed to integrate 
LRASM with RAAF Super 
Hornets 

Lockheed Martin has secured a contract to integrate the AGM-158C Long-Range Anti-Ship Missile (LRASM) with 
Boeing F/A-18F Super Hornets operated by the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF). The $49 million contract award 
from the US Navy will include both integration and testing of the weapons, according to a US government 
contract announcement. The work is to be completed by March 2026. In July 2020 Australia announced that it 
would acquire LRASM to replace the Boeing AGM-84 Harpoon. It valued the deal at $800 million. According to 
Lockheed, LRASM uses “precision routing and guidance” to attack ships in all conditions. It features multiple 
sensor modes, a datalink, and hardening against enemy countermeasures. Estimates put the weapon’s range at 
300nm (555km). So far, the RAAF is the only international customer for LRASM. The type is used by the US Air 
Force aboard the Boeing B-1B bomber, and also US Navy F/A-18E/Fs. Work is underway to integrate LRASM 
with the Lockheed F-35. 
 

   

   

   

  Air Power 
 

taiwannews.com.tw 
09.03.2022 
09:33 

TWN/CHN: 
Chinese electronic 
warfare plane enters 
Taiwan’s ADIZ 
 

A Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Wednesday (March 9), 
marking the fifth intrusion this month. A single People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shaanxi Y-8 electronic 
warfare plane flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense 
(MND). So far this month 16 Chinese military aircraft have been tracked in Taiwan’s identification zone, including 
nine fighter jets, five spotter planes, and two helicopters. 
 
(Ergänzende Information scmp.com vom 10.03.2022: Taiwan’s intelligence authorities have said that a People’s Liberation 
Army Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare aircraft crashed in the disputed South China Sea earlier this month. Soon after 
the accident, the PLA announced military drills near the suspected crash site, the island’s National Security Bureau told the 
legislature on Thursday, confirming earlier reports by a Vietnamese journalist. The intelligence bureau chief added that 
soon after the crash, the PLA announced navigation restrictions in the adjacent waters to carry out search and rescue 
operations in the name of “military training”.) 

 

tass.com 
09.03.2022 

RUS/UKR: 
Ukraine gets air 
situation data from Е-3А 
planes in Poland’s air 

Ukraine gets air situation data from Е-3А planes that keep watch in Poland’s air space, Defense Ministry 
Spokesman Igor Konashenkov said on Wednesday. The planes are part NATO’s Airborne Warning and Control 
System, also known as AWACS, he said. "The leadership of the Ukrainian armed forces is trying to make up for 
the lack of information about the air situation by obtaining data at the air force command post in Vinnitsa from 
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space — Russian 
ministry 
 

E-3A aircraft that are part of NATO’s AWACS system," the spokesman said. According to Konashenkov, these 
aircraft are on round-the-clock duty in Poland’s airspace. 
 

mod@defenceHQ 
09.03.2022 

GBR: 
Latest Defence 
Intelligence update on 
the situation in Ukraine 

Fighting north-west of Kyiv remains ongoing with Russian forces failing to make any significant breakthroughs. 
The cities of Kharkiv, Chernihiv, Sumy and Mariupol remain encircled by Russian forces and continue to suffer 
heavy Russian shelling. Ukrainian air defences appear to have enjoyed considerable success against Russia’s 
modern combat aircraft, probably preventing them achieving any degree of control of the air. 
 

reuters.com 
09.03.2022 
07:19 AM GMT+1 

GBR/UKR/RUS: 
UK says Ukraine's air 
defences having 
considerable success 
against Russian jets 
 

Britain on Wednesday said: "Ukrainian air defences appear to have enjoyed considerable success against 
Russia's modern combat aircraft, probably preventing them achieving any degree of control of the air," the 
Ministry of Defence intelligence update posted on Twitter said. Britain's assessment also said Russian forces 
had failed to make any significant breakthroughs in fighting north west of Kyiv. 
 

stripes.com 
08.03.2022 
 

RUS/UKR: 
Pentagon: Russia starts 
new advance on 
Ukraine capital despite 
losing 5% of its invasion 
force 
 

Russian forces have started a new line of advance on the Ukraine capital of Kyiv despite losing approximately 
5% of its combat forces deployed for the invasion, a senior defense official said Tuesday. As a 40-mile Russian 
military convoy to Kyiv remains stalled about 15 miles from the city’s center, other Russian forces are now 
advancing toward the Ukraine capital from the northeast, the official said on condition of anonymity. 
 
As of Tuesday, Russia had launched nearly 670 missiles at Ukraine, the official said. Most of those missiles were 
launched from Russian and Ukrainian territory, but more than 70 were launched from Belarus and about six 
from Russian vessels in the Black Sea. 
 
“Much of the airspace of Ukraine — north and south — is under some umbrella of a Russian surface-to-air 
missile capability … [yet] the Russians have not achieved air superiority over the entire country,” the official 
said. “The Ukrainians still have at their disposal viable and effective air and missile defense and they are still 
able to and are flying aircraft in that very contested airspace.” 
 

breakingdefense.com 
08.03.2022 

SAU: 
F-15SA to “kill” cruise 
missiles 

Rick Lemaster, Boeing’s vice president for international sales in the defense sector said the Saudis have 
successfully used their F-15SA to “kill” cruise missiles fired by the Iranian-backed Houthi militias in Yemen, a 
missile defense capability that the Kingdom needs, given a recent spate of attacks on both Saudi and United 
Arab Emirates targets in the region. 
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taiwannews.com.tw 
08.03.2022 
10:35 

TWN/CHN: 
2 Chinese fighter jets 
enter Taiwan’s ADIZ 
 

Two Chinese fighter jets entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Monday (March 7), marking 
the third intrusion this month. Two People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-16 fighters flew into 
the southwest corner of the ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense (MND). In response, Taiwan 
sent aircraft, issued radio warnings, and deployed air defense missile systems to track them.  
 

telegraph.co.uk 
07.03.2022 

RUS: 
Russian aircraft losses in 
Ukraine ‘unsustainable 
for more than a 
fortnight’ 
 

Russia cannot sustain its air losses for more than a fortnight after at least nine aircraft were shot down in just 
24 hours, analysts have said. Verified images show 11 planes, 11 helicopters and two drones have been shot 
down since invasion began, including nine at the weekend (5/6.03.2022). 

taiwannews.com.tw 
07.03.2022 
10:21 

TWN/CHN: 
Chinese fighter jet 
enters Taiwan’s ADIZ 
 

A Chinese fighter jet entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Sunday (March 6), marking the 
second intrusion this month. A single People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-16 fighter plane 
flew into the southwest corner of the ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense (MND).  

jpost.com 
07.03.2022 
05:38 

SYR/ISR: 
Israeli airstrike targeted 
southern Syria - Syrian 
media 
 

Syria's air defense systems were activated against an alleged Israeli airstrike in the Damascus area early Monday 
morning, where two people were reportedly killed, according to Syrian state media SANA. According to reports, 
the air defense system was activated "to deal with 'Israeli aggression.” The Syrian army said that the attack took 
place at around 05:00 a.m. south of Beirut and stated that their "air defense systems were activated against the 
missiles and intercepted most of them." Explosions were reportedly heard in the Syrian capital and some 
property was damaged. 
 

stripes.com 
06.03.2022 

RUS/UKR: 
Russian forces attack 
airfields in Ukraine as 
Zelenskyy pleads for 
fighter jets 

Russian forces pounded key airfields in central Ukraine. The newest attacks by Russian warplanes, missiles and 
artillery came as waves of refugees continued to pour across Ukraine’s northern border, and amid renewed 
pleadings from Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy for international military help to “close the sky” to 
Russian bombers. Russian attacks on two key aviation facilities raised new concerns about the Ukraine’s ability 
to challenge Moscow’s control of the skies. Air strikes targeted Ukraine’s Starokostiantyniv military air base, 
about 150 miles southwest of Kyiv, as well as a commercial airport at Vinnystia, about 70 miles to the southeast. 
While the damage could not be independently assessed, the attacks could deprive Ukraine of usable airstrips. 
 
A spokesman for the Russian Defense Ministry confirmed that the military had struck the air base with long-
range, high precision weapons — apparently including cruise missiles, Among the targets was a Russian-made 
air defense system owned by Ukraine, the spokesman said. “Almost all combat-capable aviation of the regime 
in Kyiv has been destroyed,” Russian Defense Ministry spokesman Igor Konashenkov said in a statement 
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following the attacks. Zelenskyy confirmed in a video message that the strike on Vinnystia had “completely 
destroyed the airport.” 
 
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 06.03.2022 09:22 AM GMT+1: Russia struck and disabled Ukraine's 
Starokostiantyniv military air base with long-range high-precision weapons, Russia's defence ministry said on Sunday. "On 
the morning of March 6, strikes were carried out by high-precision long-range weapons. The Ukrainian air force base near 
Starokostiantyniv was disabled." He said a Ukrainian-controlled S-300 missile system had also been destroyed by Russian 
rocket forces. He said Russia had downed 10 Ukrainian planes and helicopters over the past 24 hours.) 
 
(Ergänzende Information jpost.com vom 06.03.2022 18:39: The Ukrainian Air Force later announced that the attack on 
Vinnytsia was carried out with eight missiles fired from Russian bombers from over the Black Sea. Ukrainian president 
Volodymyr Zelensky said Russian rockets had completely destroyed the civilian airport of the central-western region 
capital of Vinnytsia on Sunday.) 

 

jpost.com 
06.03.2022 

ISR/IRN/SYR: 
Iran has used advanced 
air defense batteries 
against Israel in Syria 

Iran has used advanced air-defense batteries against Israeli planes carrying out war-between-war operations in 
Syria in an attempt to challenge IAF pilots. Tehran first deployed the batteries to Syria last year as Israeli strikes 
against Iranian weapons and military infrastructure intensified. 
 
Since Israel began its war-between-wars campaign (known as mabam in Hebrew) in 2013, the IAF has carried 
out thousands of strikes to thwart Iranian entrenchment and the smuggling of advanced weapons to Hezbollah 
in Syria and Lebanon. According to foreign reports, it has also carried out strikes in Iraq and Yemen. The Syrian 
Arab Army is equipped with a range of older Russian-made surface-to-air missile systems, including the SA-2, 
SA-3, SA-5, SA-6,-SA-8, SA-11, SA-17, SA-19, SA-22 and the Pantsir 1. The response time of Syrian SAMs has 
decreased, and more than 1,000 missiles have been fired at IAF jets over the past seven years, but they have 
been unable to deter their missions. 
 
In July 2020, Ali Abdullah Ayyub, the deputy commander of Syria’s armed forces, and Maj.-Gen. Mohammad 
Bagheri, chief of staff of Iran’s Armed Forces, signed an agreement to broaden bilateral military cooperation 
and to develop a robust air-defense system for Bashar Assad’s regime. Since their introduction, the IAF has been 
studying the Iranian batteries, which have architecture unlike that of the Russian batteries. While the IAF 
continues to carry out missions successfully over Syria, the Iranian batteries are still a new challenge to Israeli 
pilots. Iran separates the radars of their SAMs from the missile launchers, leading the IAF to change its 
operational procedures by sending up larger formations to hit more targets at once rather than having jets 
return to the same target and risk being downed. 
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The IAF understands that the Islamic Republic’s defense industry is robust and constantly works to improve and 
manufacture systems and platforms that can threaten Israel and other countries in the region. Last October, 
Iran carried out a large-scale air-defense drill called Defenders of Velayat Sky 1400, which showcased the 
capabilities of upgraded systems and weapons, including cruise missiles, radar, surveillance, electronic warfare, 
communication systems, advanced manned and unmanned stealth drones and optical surveillance networks. 
During the drill, Iran used its 3rd Khordad, Mersad, Talash, Khordad 15, Majid and Dezful SAM systems. 
 
Russia has also deployed advanced S-300 and S-400 air-defense batteries but has not given them to the Syrians; 
instead, they are manned by Russian forces. They have yet to be used against Israeli pilots due in part to the 
ongoing safety mechanisms in place between Jerusalem and Moscow. 
 
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter: 
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/iran-news/article-700471?_ga=2.70552339.204076135.1645275685-
449294072.1564573179&utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Iran+has+ 
used+advanced+air+defense+batteries+against+Israel+in+Syria&utm_campaign=March+6%2C+2022) 

 

thedrive.com 
05.03.2022 

RUS/UKR 
The Russian Air Force 
Just Had A Terrible Day 
Over Ukraine 

After 10 days, it remains clear that the skies over Ukraine are very much contested, with a notable spike in 
reported Russian aircraft losses just in the past day or so. In general, Ukrainian forces, as well average civilians, 
continue to resist the invading forces and the Kremlin increasingly lays siege to major population centers. While 
it remains difficult to independently verify losses of any kind, personnel or materiel, on either side of Russia's 
war in Ukraine, it's fairly clear that the Russian military has lost numerous combat jets, helicopters, and at least 
one small drone since yesterday. The team of researchers at the Oryx blog are confident based on the open-
source information available that the past day or so has seen Russia lose a number of combat jets - one  
Su-30SM Flanker, two Su-34 Fullbacks, two Su-25 Frogfoots - as well as two Mi-24/Mi-35 Hind and two Mi-8 Hip 
helicopters, and an Orlan unmanned aircraft. There could be more, of course, and these are on top of already 
steady reported losses. Even if these numbers are off a bit one way or the other, it's clear Russia is rapidly 
shedding its air combat force over Ukraine. 
 
(Vollständiger Beitrag mit Angaben über die RUS-Verluste abrufbar unter: 
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/44602/the-russian-air-force-just-had-a-terrible-day-over-ukraine) 

 

military.com 
04.03.2022 

Weapons Used in the 
Russia-Ukraine War 

Exzerpt “Warplanes and missiles” 
 
The Russian military has used warplanes and Kalibr (Caliber) cruise missiles to hit facilities throughout the 
country. The Kalibr is a precision weapon, but Ukrainian military facilities and government buildings apparently 

https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/iran-news/article-700471?_ga=2.70552339.204076135.1645275685-449294072.1564573179&utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Iran+has
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/iran-news/article-700471?_ga=2.70552339.204076135.1645275685-449294072.1564573179&utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Iran+has
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/44602/the-russian-air-force-just-had-a-terrible-day-over-ukraine
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targeted by those missiles in Kyiv and Kharkiv are located close to residential areas, resulting in civilian 
casualties. 
 
The same applies to missiles carried by Russian warplanes, which targeted military infrastructure in strikes that 
also involved collateral damage. To hit key targets, the Russian military also has used Iskander missiles that have 
a range of up to 500 kilometers (around 300 miles) and carry a much more powerful warhead that can destroy 
big buildings and some fortified facilities. Some Iskander missiles were reportedly fired from the territory of 
Russian ally Belarus, which has served as a staging ground for the Russian invasion. 
 
Ukrainian officials have accused Russia of using cluster munitions, accusations the Kremlin has denied. 
 

airforcetimes.com 
04.03.2022 

NATO: 
Around-the-clock NATO 
air patrols fly to keep 
Russia at bay 

NATO has nearly doubled the number of military jets on alert across Europe amid concerns that Russia’s reckless 
flying in international airspace could escalate alongside its war in Ukraine. The alliance’s move to constantly 
guard its eastern edge highlights how rapidly the security situation has evolved in and out of Ukraine over the 
past 10 days, as well as the stakes of NATO’s biggest test since its founding in 1949. More than 60 NATO planes 
are on “high alert” at all times to await possible airspace violations, the alliance said in December. That’s grown 
to more than 100 combat aircraft now rotating through the sky in shifts. A force of myriad fighter aircraft — like 
American F-15s, F-16s and F-35s, plus NATO Eurofighters — has shifted in the past week from dispatching jets 
as needed to escort uncooperative Russian pilots, to “actively defending allied airspace,” NATO’s Allied Air 
Command spokesperson Jonathan Bailey said Friday. “There have been scrambles in response to Russian air 
activity in international airspace where they are not complying with air safety regulations,” Bailey told Air Force 
Times. “We are maintaining 24/7 patrols in the skies along our eastern borders.” 
 
Air policing planes identify and address renegade aircraft, such as when allied pilots intercept Russian military 
jets that veer near their airspace or if a civilian plane is unresponsive or hijacked. They’re not allowed to fire 
unless fired upon when flying over a foreign country; most interdictions take place without incident and do not 
enter allied airspace. 
 

raf.mod.uk 
04.03.2022 

NATO/GBR: 
RAF F-35 Lightnings join 
NATO mission 

The RAF’s newest 5th Generation Fighter jets have joined NATO’s Enhanced Vigilance Patrols for the first time, 
on the 3rd March 22. The Lightnings from RAF Marham joined the Typhoon FGR4 jets taking part in pre-planned 
Enhanced Vigilance Activity, which is a NATO led Operation initiated due to the unfolding events in Ukraine.  
This activity provides air policing of NATO airspace ensuring a robust response to the Russian aggression seen 
in Ukraine and further contributing to the security of Europe. The RAF are currently contributing Typhoon FGR4 
aircraft, flying from both RAF Coningsby in Lincolnshire and RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus as well as F-35 Lightnings 
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from RAF Marham o the NATO Mission. The state-of-the-art F-35 stealth fighters can be armed with a variety of 
Air-to-Air and Air to Ground weapons and are capable of multiple simultaneous missions such as air defence 
policing whilst intelligence gathering. 
 
Currently, RAF fighter aircraft are patrolling NATO airspace over Poland and Romania, once more demonstrating 
the UK’s unwavering commitment to the NATO Alliance. The aircraft were supported by RAF Voyager Air-to-air 
refuelling aircraft from RAF Brize Norton, who offer additional fuel for the fighters so enabling greater range, 
providing greater mission endurance, and showing the reach of UK air power to support NATO’s defence 
mission. 
 

ac.nato.int 
04.03.2022 

NATO: 
Allied  heavy Air Lifters 
move land forces to 
NATO’S eastern flank 

Strategic and tactical air transport aircraft including C-17s, C-5s, A330 MRTTs and C-130s from multiple nations 
have been busy moving units from the NATO Response Force along with national contributions to locations 
across NATO's Eastern Flank. In a combined effort, Allied air transport aircraft working alongside charter aircraft 
have been moving Allied troops from across the Euro-Atlantic area towards their new locations in Eastern 
Europe. This augments NATO's presence in the region enhancing the speed, responsiveness and flexibility of the 
Alliance's defence. These moves contribute to around 22,000 Allied land forces which are now under NATO 
command and control. Many of these forces are already deployed along the eastern flank of the Alliance, 
including: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria. Having forces in these 
eight nations under Supreme Allied Commander Europe's command ensures a robust and integrated shielding 
of NATO's eastern borders. 
 

theaustralian.com.au 
04.03.2022 

RUS/UKR: 
Key lessons from the 
first ten days of the 
Russia-Ukraine War 
 

For all their superiority in air power, Russian forces have so far proven exceptionally poor at what military 
planners call ‘suppression of enemy air defences’ (SEAD) (Bekämpfung gegnerischer Fliegerabwehrverbände). 

defense.gouv.fr 
03.03.2022 

NATO/FRA: 
Romania – Delivery of 
ammunition by a C-130J 
of the Franco-German 
squadron of Evreux 
 

On March 1, 2022, a C-130J of the Franco-German squadron of the Évreux Air Base (BA) 105 made a first delivery 
of ammunition to the French military at Constanta airport in Romania. At 8:30 a.m., the C-130J took off from BA 
105 to Avord Air Base 702 to load the 15 tons of ammunition for the benefit of the French military deployed in 
Romania. 
 
(Ergänzende Information defense.gouv.fr vom 04.03.2022: Since 24 February 2022, the C-135 and Multi Role Tanker 
Transport (MRTT) have been taking turns refuelling the Rafale aircraft deployed every day in Poland as part of NATO's air 
defence and air policing missions in NATO's eastern borders. Since the alert of the crews, following the aggression of 
Ukraine by Russia, the squadron is preparing for this mission. In the air, C-135 joined two Rafale of the 30th Fighter Wing 
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before heading east of Poland. During the flight, four refueling operations were carried out. The first took place over the 
national territory, the other three in predefined areas over Poland. This represented a cargo of 33 tons of fuel. During 
these operations, whether for MRTTs or C-135s, all tactical information is transmitted to the planning and operations 
management center by data links or radio, in "code words". After 9 hours of mission, the three aircraft returned to their 
respective bases.) 

 

romania-insider.com 
03.03.2022 

NATO/ROU: 
Defence Ministry: 22 
aircraft from 3 NATO 
countries are deployed 
in Romania 

The National Defence Ministry (MApN) announced on Wednesday, March 2, that 22 aircraft from three NATO 
member countries are currently deployed in Romania. They belong to the Italian, German, and US air forces and 
are stationed at the 86th Air Base from Fetești and the 57th Air Base Mihail Kogălniceanu. According to MApN, 
at the moment, eight Eurofighter Typhoon aircraft of the Italian Air Force, six Eurofighter Typhoon fighter jets 
of the German Air Force, and eight F-16 Fighting Falcon fighter aircraft of the United States of America are 
deployed in Romania. They carry out enhanced air policing missions under NATO command and train with other 
aircraft of the Romanian Air Force, "contributing to the development of the reaction and deterrence capacity," 
the Defence Ministry explained. 
 

janes.com 
02.03.2022 

JPN/RUS: 
Russian helicopter 
enters JPN airspace 
 

The Japanese Ministry of Defence (MoD) announced on 2 March that a Russian helicopter entered the country's 
northern airspace, off the eastern coast of Hokkaido island. The unidentified helicopter, which was scrambled 
by an unspecified number of Japanese Air Self-Defense Force fighter aircraft around 1023 h local time, flew over 
Japan's territorial waters off the Nemuro Peninsula, which is located near a cluster of four islands northeast of 
Hokkaido that are occupied by Russia and contended by Japan. 
 

militarytimes.com 
02.03.2022 

UKR/RUS: 
Ukraine jets hit Russian 
column; Russia has used 
thermobarics, Ukraine 
military says 
 

Ukraine armed forces have been striking that long line of Russian troops heading to Kyiv, the head of Ukraine’s 
defense intelligence agency tells Military Times. “We are striking the enemy’s columns,” Brig. Gen. Kyrylo 
Budanov told Military Times in an exclusive interview Wednesday morning. “We burn many columns of the 
enemy.” The strikes, he said, are being conducted by Ukraine Su-24 and Su-25 fighter jets, artillery and missile 
barrages. “My intelligence officers and agents are directing and calling the strikes,” he said. 
 
Budanov also told Military Times that the Russians have been using thermobaric weapons in the assault on 
Kharkiv and near Kyiv. They were fired, he said, by TOS-1M weapons systems. Thermobaric weapons produce 
more heat and overpressure than conventional weapons by exploding a vapor in the blast zone, according to 
the Journal of Military and Veterans’ Health. Such weapons create tremendous damage to the human body, 
according to the journal. 
 

upi.com 
02.03.2022 

RUS/SWE: Four Russian war planes violated Swedish airspace on Wednesday, the Scandinavian country's armed forces 
said, prompting it to deploy its own forces amid heightened tensions between Europe and Moscow over its 
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10:11 PM Russian warplanes 
violate Sweden's 
airspace 
 

invasion of Ukraine. Sweden's air force dispatched JAS 39 Gripen aircraft in response to two Russian SU 27s and 
two SU 24s briefly entering its airspace east of Gotland Island in the Baltic Sea. The aircraft documented and 
photographed the incursion, the Swedish Armed Forces said. 
 
(Ergänzende Information thelocal.se vom 05.03.2022: Sweden said on Thursday it would summon Russian representatives 
to its foreign ministry over a Wednesday violation of its airspace by four Russian fighter jets.) 

 

reuters.com 
02.03.2022 
08:27 PM GMT+1 

RUS/UKR: 
Russia growing more 
aggressive, ramps up 
strikes on Kyiv -U.S. 
official 

Russian forces appear to have become more aggressive in their targeting of infrastructure inside Kyiv, which has 
seen an increase of missile and artillery strikes, as well as throughout the country, a senior U.S. official said on 
Wednesday. The official said that 450 missiles had been launched against Ukrainian targets over the past seven 
days by Russian forces. The most intensive bombardment has struck Kharkiv, a city of 1.5 million people in the 
east, whose center has been turned into a bombed-out wasteland of ruined buildings and debris. 
 

taiwannews.com.tw 
02.03.2022 
11:10 

TWN/CHN 
7 Chinese military 
aircraft enter Taiwan’s 
ADIZWN/CHN: 
 

Seven Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Tuesday (March 1), 
according to the Ministry of National Defense (MND). During the day, two People’s Liberation Army Air Force 
(PLAAF) Shenyang J-16 fighter jets, one KJ-500 airborne early warning and control aircraft, one Shaanxi Y-8 
electronic warfare plane, and one Harbin Z-9 anti-submarine warfare helicopter flew into the southwest corner 
of the ADIZ, while one Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare plane was tracked in the southwest and southeast 
corners of the zone. An additional Z-9 anti-submarine warfare helicopter was also monitored entering the 
southwest corner of Taiwan’s identification zone from the south that night. 
 

reuters.com 
01.03.2022 
09:54 PM GMT+1 

RUS: 
What happened to 
Russia's Air Force? U.S. 
officials, experts 
stumped 

Before Russia's invasion of Ukraine, U.S. intelligence had predicted a likely blistering assault by Moscow that 
would quickly mobilize the vast Russian air power that its military assembled in order to dominate Ukraine's 
skies. But the first six days have confounded those expectations and instead seen Moscow act far more 
delicately with its air power, so much so that U.S. officials can't exactly explain what's driving Russia's apparent 
risk-adverse behavior. "They're not necessarily willing to take high risks with their own aircraft and their own 
pilots," a senior U.S. defense official said, speaking on condition of anonymity. Vastly outmatched by Russia's 
military, in terms of raw numbers and firepower, Ukraine's own air force is still flying and its air defenses are 
still deemed to be viable -- a fact that is baffling military experts. 
 
After the opening salvos of the war on Feb. 24, analysts expected the Russian military to try to immediately 
destroy Ukraine's air force and air defenses. That would have been "the logical and widely anticipated next step, 
as seen in almost every military conflict since 1938," wrote the RUSI think-tank in London, in an article called 
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"The Mysterious Case of the Missing Russian Air Force." Instead, Ukrainian air force fighter jets are still carrying 
out low-level, defensive counter-air and ground-attack sorties. Russia is still flying through contested airspace. 
 
(Vollständige Artikel abrufbar unter: 
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/what-happened-russias-air-force-us-officials-experts-stumped-2022-03-01/) 
 
(Siehe auch RUSI Analyse "The Mysterious Case of the Missing Russian Air Force" in der Schlussrubrik “Analysen, Studien, 
Reports, Fact Sheets, Infographics, Podcasts und Videos” auf Seite 58/60 dieser NACHBRENNER-Ausgabe) 

 

mil.gov.ua 
01.03.2022 
15:00 

UKR/RUS: 
Air Force of the Armed 
Forces of Ukraine 
selflessly and skillfully 
defend Ukraine from 
the sky 

Last day, during the air raid of the occupiers on the peaceful Vasilkov and Brovary, Ukrainian fighter pilots 
intercepted and shot down two Russian aircraft. The work of our fighters was completed by the S-300 anti-
aircraft missile divisions, hitting three invaders' aircraft. So, on February 28, the Air Force shot down five fighter 
jets. According to preliminary data, these are su-30 and Su-35. Near Kiev, the Buk M-1 anti-aircraft missile 
system shot down a cruise missile and an enemy helicopter. Ukrainian Su-25 attack aircraft worked in links and 
pairs and carried out several missile and bomb attacks on columns of armored vehicles and enemy manpower 
in Kyiv and Zhytomyr regions. Successfully worked and bomber aircraft. Su-24M air force inflicted at least four 
crushing bomb attacks on tank columns, columns of mechanized equipment, convoys with fuel and lubricants 
in Chernihiv region and near Berdyansk. And traditionally the jewelry work of bayraktar TB2 crews. This time – 
three targets – an enemy tank and two Buk anti-aircraft missile systems! 
 
(Ergänzende Information mil.gov.ua vom 01.03.2022: The defense forces continue to perform the tasks assigned to them in 
the defense of Kiev. Our units inflict irreparable losses on the enemy around the clock. A lot of Russian equipment has been 
abandoned. Even more burned with the help of NLAW, FGM-148 Javelin, and from the air – Bayraktar. The enemy cannot 
hide from our means of destruction either day or night," said the commander of the Land Forces of the Armed Forces of 
Ukraine , commander of the defense of Kyiv, Colonel-General Alexander Syrsky.) 
 
(Ergänzende Information foxnews.com vom 01.03.2022 02:06 EM EST: Snow is predicted in Ukraine this week, which could 
impact the air operations of both Russian attackers and Ukrainian defenders, and ultimately give Ukraine a slight 
advantage. Russia has yet to maintain dominance in the air despite its superior firepower, as Ukrainian forces continue to 
fight back against the Russian invasion, a senior defense official said during a press briefing Monday released by the 
Department of Defense. "At one point or another the Russians will have dominance, and then at another point, another, 
the Ukrainians will have dominance.  I mean, it's -- it's very shifting," the official said. In Kyiv, light snow is predicted for 
Tuesday through Thursday, with snow showers predicted on Friday, according to Fox Weather. Light snow typically has 
visibility greater than ½ of a mile while moderate snow has visibility between ¼ and ½ of a mile, said Seth Darling, a FOX 
Weather meteorologist who is also with the Pennsylvania Air National Guard 111th attack wing. Poor weather conditions 
typically favor the defender in respect to air operations, although this is not always true, retired Maj. Gen. David P. San 

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/what-happened-russias-air-force-us-officials-experts-stumped-2022-03-01/
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Clemente told Fox News. "If weather is terrible that really does work for the most part to the defender’s advantage," San 
Clemente said. Every aircraft has weather limitations, and a pilot's visibility can be impacted by how thick the cloud deck is. 
Snow is a problem if it's falling to the point where visibility becomes an issue. Most pilots prefer a 500-foot buffer above the 
ground and below the clouds at a minimum, though those preferences are more lenient during wartime, said Darling. "If 
you're looking at air-to-air combat, and you have a weather system coming through … your airspace in which you can 
maneuver is a little bit less if you're trying to attack another aircraft," Darling added. With poor visibility of fewer than two 
miles and ceilings below 1,000 feet AGL (Above Ground Level) Russian fixed-wing attack aircraft will have a very hard time 
avoiding terrain, identifying targets, and ensuring no friendly fire during attack runs, Clemente said. Fixed-wing attack 
aircraft, like the Russian Sukhoi Su-25 jet, or Russian Mil Mi-24, typically provide fire support in close proximity to friendly 
forces. They require close coordination between ground elements and attacking aircraft. ) 

 

ukdefencejournal. 
org.uk 
01.03.2022 

UKR/RUS: 
Russia fails to gain air 
superiority over Ukraine 
 

Russia increased strikes on Ukrainian airfields and logistics centers, particularly in the west, in an apparent 
attempt to ground the Ukrainian air force and disrupt resupply from nations to the west. In the north, ISW called 
the decision to use heavy artillery in Kharkiv “a dangerous inflection.” 
 
(Ergänzende Information defense.gov vom 01.03.2022: The air domain is still contested, and Russia has now launched 
roughly 400 short-range and medium-range ballistic and cruise missiles.) 

 
(Ergänzende Information ukdefencejournal.org.uk vom 01.03.2022: A British RC-135 ‘Rivet Joint’, a dedicated electronic 
surveillance aircraft, is undertaking a mission to gather intelligence on Russian forces in Ukraine and Belarus. The UK has 
long been gathering intelligence about the build-up of Russian forces and also their movements in Ukraine since the 
invasion. It should be noted that these flights are designed to be visible so that the public and Russia know they’re 
happening. The aircraft isn’t likely to enter Ukraine and will instead watch from the border whilst flying in Polish airspace.) 
 
(Ergänzende Information telegraph.co.uk vom 01.03.2022: Nato secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg said: ‘In response to 
Russia’s attacks on Ukraine, we have increased our defence presence in the air, on land and at sea, with over 100 jets at 
high alert from over 30 different locations and over 120 ships from the Baltic Sea to the Mediterranean.’) 

 

taiwannews.com.tw 
01.03.2022 
11:22 

TWN/CHN: 
8 Chinese military 
aircraft enter Taiwan’s 
ADIZ 

Seven Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Monday (Feb. 28), 
marking the 17th intrusion in February, while one Chinese plane was detected in the zone on Tuesday morning 
(March 1). Four People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-16 fighter jets and two Chengdu J-10 
fighters flew into the southwest corner of the ADIZ Monday, while one Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare 
plane was tracked in the southwest and southeast corners of the zone, according to the Ministry of National 
Defense (MND). China sent a total of 70 military aircraft into Taiwan’s identification zone in February, including 
46 fighter jets, 23 spotter planes, and one helicopter. 
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reuters.com 
01.03.2022 
02:49 AM GMT+1 

CAN/RUS: 
Canada orders two 
Russian planes out its 
airspace after they 
declared they were 
'humanitarian' flights 
 

Canada ordered two Russian flights out of its airspace on Monday after the aircraft, which identified themselves 
as "humanitarian" flights, violated a ban on Russian aircraft, air-traffic control service said. Canada banned 
Russian planes from entering its airspace starting on Sunday as part of severe sanctions imposed on Moscow in 
response to its unprovoked invasion of Ukraine. The same day, an Aeroflot (AFLT.MM) flight AFL111 violated 
the ban after declaring itself as a humanitarian flight. Under normal circumstances, Canada's air-traffic control 
service NAV CANADA does not have the authority to deny airspace access to an aircraft declaring itself a 
humanitarian flight. The other Russian plane that attempted to enter Canadian airspace had departed from U.S. 
airports. 
 

defensenews.com 
28.02.2022 
10:15 PM 

USA/UKR: 
Amid fears of Russian 
air dominance, US to 
send anti-aircraft 
Stingers to Ukraine 

The U.S. for the first time has approved the direct delivery of Stinger anti-aircraft missiles to Ukraine as part of 
a package approved by the White House last week. With the Raytheon Technologies-made Stingers, Ukrainian 
forces gain a tool for fighting Russian helicopters being used to transport troops and as close-air support. They 
have relied on missile defenses and aircraft to, so far, keep Russian aircraft from completely dominating their 
skies. 
 
(Ergänzende Information defensenews.com vom 28.02.2022: This week, Russia has already targeted airfields and fuel 
facilities, in what appeared to be the next phase of an invasion slowed by fierce resistance. Ukraine Brig. Gen. Kyrylo 
Budanov, head of that nation’s defense intelligence agency, told Military Times Monday morning the Russians could use 
missile barrages to continue to destroy Ukrainian airfields. That in turn could be used to choke off Ukrainian supplies. 
Russia is getting close to air dominance, in spite of Ukraine’s anti-aircraft systems, bombers and other war planes. “They 
almost control the sky,” Budanov said.) 

 

ekathimerini.com 
28.02.2022 
17:27 

GRC/TUR: 
Turkish F-16s fly over 
inhabited islands in the 
Aegean 
 

A pair of Turkish F-16 fighter jets entered Athens’ Flight Information Region (FIR) without submitting a flight 
plan and flew over the inhabited islands of Leipsoi and Farmakonisi on Monday. Specifically, the pair flew over 
Farmakonisi at 4.16 p.m. at an altitude of 28,000 feet, and over the island of Leipsoi two minutes later at 4.18 
p.m. at a constant altitude. 

dailysabah.com 
28.02.2022 

RUS/UKR: 
Russia's missiles see 
mixed results in Ukraine 
war 

Russia has employed hundreds of powerful and precise ballistic missiles in the first days of its Ukraine attack, 
but analysts and U.S. officials say many Ukrainian defenses remain intact – effects that countries around the 
world are watching closely. Russia had fired more than 320 missiles as of Sunday morning, with the majority of 
them SRBMs, a U.S. official told reporters. 
 
What the missiles targeted and how much damage they caused remains unclear amid the confusion of the 
developing war, but analysts said there appear to have been some strikes on Ukrainian air bases. "We see some 
damage at airports, and it looks fairly accurate," said Jeffrey Lewis, a missile researcher at the James Martin 
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Center for Nonproliferation Studies (CNS). Some strikes by unknown weapons at air bases appeared relatively 
limited in scope, however, and in some instances potentially misplaced, such as hitting stored rather than 
operational aircraft, said Joseph Dempsey, a defense researcher at IISS. 
 
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter: 
https://www.dailysabah.com/business/defense/russias-missiles-see-mixed-results-in-ukraine-war) 

 

aeronautica.difesa.it 
28.02.2022 

NATO: 
Italy sends four more 
Eurofighters to boost 
Air Policing activity in 
Romania 
 

As part of the strengthening of the deterrence posture on the east flank of the Alliance, Italy will strengthen its 
presence in Romania by doubling the number of Eurofighter aircraft already operating in the "Black Storm" Air 
Force Task Force in NATO's Air Policing activity. A further four aircraft will operate from the Mihail Kogălniceanu 
base in Constanta. 

taiwannews.com.tw 
28.02.2022 
10:46 

TWN/CHN: 
2 Chinese military 
spotter planes enter 
Taiwan’s ADIZ 

Two Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Sunday (Feb. 27), 
marking the 16th intrusion this month. One People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shaanxi Y-8 anti-
submarine warfare plane and one Shaanxi Y-8 reconnaissance aircraft flew into the southwest corner of 
Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense (MND).  
 

aviationweek.com 
27.02.2022 

More U.S. F-35As 
Deploy To Estonia, 
Lithuania 
 

Six U.S. Air Force F-35As from RAF Lakenheath, England, forward deployed to Estonia and Lithuania Feb. 27 to 
further bolster the NATO air presence in Eastern Europe amid Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Three F-35As 
deployed to Amaris Air Base, Estonia, and the other three landed at Siauliai Air Base, Lithuania. 

reuters.com 
27.02.2022 
17:58  

Ukraine crisis: Iskander 
missiles launched from 
Belarus to Ukraine - 
gov't adviser 
 

Iskander missiles were launched from Belarus to Ukraine around 5 p.m. (1500 GMT), an adviser to Ukraine's 
interior minister said. 
 
(Ergänzende Information defence-blog.com vom 28.02.2022: Ukrainian defense reporter Illia Ponomarenko said in a 
Twitter account post early on Monday that Russian Armed Forces used Iskander short-range ballistic missile systems to 
attack a civilian airport near Zhytomyr, in central Ukraine. The Iskander (NATO: SS-26 “Stone”) is a Russian road-mobile 
short-range ballistic missile with a range of up to 500 km. The Iskander has several different conventional warheads, 
including a cluster munitions warhead, a fuel-air explosive enhanced-blast warhead, a high explosive-fragmentation 
warhead, an earth penetrator for bunker busting and an electromagnetic pulse device for anti-radar missions. The missile 
can also carry nuclear warheads.) 

 

dailysabah.com 
27.02.2022 

UKR/TUR: Turkey-made Bayraktar drones have been very efficient in Ukraine’s battle against invading Russian forces, 
Kyiv’s ambassador to Ankara, Vasyl Bodnar, said Sunday. Turkey has sold Kyiv several batches of drone magnate 

https://www.dailysabah.com/business/defense/russias-missiles-see-mixed-results-in-ukraine-war
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05:03 PM GMT+3 Turkey-made drones 
helping fight against 
Russia: Ukrainian envoy 
 

Baykar-developed Bayraktar TB2s, which it had in the past deployed against Russian-backed separatists in 
eastern Ukraine. 
 
(Ergänzende Information defence-blog.com vom 28.02.2022: Ukrainian Bayraktar TB2 armed drone destroyed a Buk 
surface-to-air missile system belonging to the Russian Armed Forces in southern Ukraine. The Ukrainian military released 
a video clip making clear that this was indeed footage of the Bayraktar TB2 unmanned combat aerial vehicle destroying 
the Buk-M1 surface-to-air missile system. Clash Report also noted that despite the presence of nearly every type of 
modern Russian surface-to-air missile system and electronic warfare equipment, Bayraktar TB2s continue to fly.) 

 

tass.com 
27.02.2022 
09:55 

RUS/UKR: 
Russian armed forces’ 
high-precision weapons 
attack Ukrainian military 
infrastructure 

Russia’s armed forces attacked Ukrainian military infrastructure with high-precision weapons, using air-and sea-
based cruise missiles, on Saturday, Russian Defense Ministry Spokesman Major-General Igor Konashenkov told 
reporters on Sunday, adding that no attacks on cities were conducted. "On February 26, the Armed forces of 
the Russian Federation made another attack on Ukrainian military infrastructure facilities with long-range high-
precisions weapons, using air-and sea-based cruise missiles," he said. Russian military do not attack cities and 
settlements, "using their best efforts for protecting the life of civilians," Konashenkov noted. 
 
(Ergänzende Information aviationweek.com vom 27.02.2022: The Russian military does not have air superiority in 
Ukraine, with the U.S. Defense Department assessing that Ukrainian command and control has remained intact and the 
country is still operating air defenses and aircraft, a senior Pentagon official said Feb. 27.) 

 

taiwannews.com.tw 
27.02.2022 
12:05 

TWN/CHN: 
8 Chinese military 
aircraft enter Taiwan’s 
ADIZ 
 

Eight Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Saturday (Feb. 26), 
marking the 15th intrusion this month. Four People’s Liberation Army Air Force Shenyang J-11 fighter jets, two 
Shenyang J-16 fighters, and two Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare aircraft flew into the southwest corner of 
the ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense (MND).  

taiwannews.com.tw 
26.02.2022 
10:27 

TWN/CHN: 
4 Chinese fighter jets 
enter Taiwan’s ADIZ 

Four Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Friday (Feb. 25), 
marking the 14th incursion this month. Four PLAAF Shenyang J-16 fighter jets briefly flew into the southwest 
corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense (MND).  
 

raf.mod.uk 
26.02.2022 

NATO/UKR: 
RAF Typhoons reinforce 
NATO's response to 
Russia-Ukraine crisis 
 

RAF fast jets have taken to the skies as part of NATO’s mission to defend Europe, less than 24 hours after Russian 
forces entered Ukraine. The RAF’s contribution is in the form of additional Typhoon FGR4 aircraft, operating 
from RAF Coningsby in Lincolnshire and RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus.  The Typhoons, armed with state-of-the-art Air-
to-Air missiles and a full suite of defensive aids, are patrolling NATO airspace over Poland and Romania, once 
more demonstrating the UK’s unwavering commitment to the NATO Alliance. The Typhoons are supported by 
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RAF Voyager Air-to-air refuelling aircraft from RAF Brize Norton, who offer additional fuel for the fighters so 
enabling greater range and endurance showing the reach of UK air power to support NATO’s defence mission. 
 

tasnimnews.com 
25.02.2022 

YEM/SAU/ARE: 
Yemeni Forces Bring 
Down American Drone 

In separate operations, the Yemeni military forces have intercepted and shot down a US-made drone belonging 
to the United Arab Emirates as well as a Saudi aircraft over the northern province of al-Jawf and the central 
province of Ma'rib. The spokesman for Yemeni Armed Forces, Brigadier General Yahya Saree, said in a post on 
his Twitter page that Yemeni air defense forces targeted the US-made General Atomics MQ-9 Reaper drone, 
operated by the UAE air force, with a surface-to-air missile as it was carrying out hostilities over al-Jawf early on 
Friday. Shortly afterward, Saree announced in a separate tweet that Yemeni air defense units had shot down a 
US-built Boeing Insitu ScanEagle spy drone of the Royal Saudi Air Force. The spokesman for the Yemeni Armed 
Forces highlighted that the unmanned aerial vehicle was struck as it was flying in the skies over the al-Jubah 
district in the oil-producing Ma’rib province, Press TV reported. The developments took place hours after Saudi 
warplanes carried out at least 15 air raids against the Harad district in Yemen’s northern province of Hajjah, the 
Arabic-language al-Masirah television network said. 
 

janes.com 
25.02.2022 

UKR/RUS: 
Ukraine reportedly 
strikes Russian airbase 

Ukraine reportedly attacked a Russian airbase on 25 February, marking the first time that Kyiv conducted an 
offensive military action outside of its national borders since Russia launched its renewed invasion of the 
country on 24 February. The stated attack, the supposed aftermath of which was widely circulated on social 
media along with images of damaged and burning facilities and aircraft, saw Millerovo Air Base (AB) in Russia's 
Rostov region seemingly struck with multiple ballistic missiles fired from Ukraine. A senior Janes Russia and 
open-source intelligence (OSINT) analyst confirmed that the location shown in the aftermath images of the 
burning facility is Millerovo AB, some 20 km inside the Russian border with Ukraine. According to reports, the 
base was hit by an undisclosed number of surface-launched OTR-21 Tochka (SS-21 ‘Scarab'/9M79) ballistic 
missiles, with imagery showing facilities and at least one Sukhoi Su-30SM ‘Flanker-H' combat aircraft of the 
Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS) 31st Guards Fighter Aviation Regiment on fire. 
 

romania-insider.com 
25.02.2022 

NATO: 
Germany, US send more 
aircraft to Romania 

Germany will send three more fighter jets to Romania to support the NATO air police mission, the Defense 
Ministry in Berlin announced on Thursday, quoted by Reuters, Ziarul Financiar reported. The Romanian Ministry 
of Defence confirmed on Thursday afternoon that three Eurofighter Typhoon fighter jets of the German Air 
Force landed at the Mihail Kogălniceanu Air Base. 
 
Separately, two F-35 Lightning II aircraft of the United States Air Force (USAFE) landed on Thursday, February 
24, around 3 p.m., at Borcea 86th Air Base, where they will perform, in the next period, joint missions and 
training with military and aircraft of the Romanian Air Force. 
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defensie.nl 
24.02.2022 
15:13 

NLD/NATO: 
F-16s used to protect 
NATO airspace over 
Eastern Europe 

2 F-16s have just taken off from Volkel Air Base. Both aircraft have been deployed to protect NATO airspace 
over Eastern Europe. They alternate the F-35s. Fighter aircraft are used in turn. 8 fighter aircraft are available 
for this purpose. 
 
From Eindhoven Air Base, an Airbus A330 is deployed from nato's aircraft pool. The aircraft refuels fighter planes 
in the air. The tankers are housed at the Multinational Multirole Tanker Transport Capability. 
 

defensie.nl 
24.02.2022 
10:43 

NLD/NATO: 
The Royal Netherlands 
Air Force sends 2 F-35s 
to Eastern Europe 
 

As of today, 2 F-35s of the RNAF will be deployed for the protection of NATO airspace over Eastern Europe. This 
happens in the vicinity of Poland. It is the first time that the Ministry of Defence officially deploys the aircraft. 
The fighter planes departed from Leeuwarden Air Base. It is the first official deployment of the F-35. 
 

africom.mil 
23.02.2022 

USAF: 
Somali, U.S. forces 
engage insurgents in 
support of the Federal 
Government of Somalia 
 

In coordination with the Federal Government of Somalia, U.S. Africa Command conducted an airstrike against 
al-Shabaab terrorists after they attacked partner forces in a remote location near Duduble, Somalia, February 
22. A battle-damage assessment is still pending. The command’s initial assessment is that no civilians were 
injured or killed as a result of this airstrike.   

   

   

   

  Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance 
 

en.yna.co.kr 
04.03.2022 

KOR : 
S. Korea to conduct 
domestic performance 
test for advanced radar 

South Korea will begin a domestic performance test on a homegrown radar system this month as part of the 
country's major fighter development project, the state arms procurement agency said Friday. The military plans 
to kick off the test program in mid-March for the active electronically scanned array (AESA) radar to be installed 
on the KF-21 jet currently under development. It is set to run through April next year. The military will mount 
the radar on a B-737 aircraft for the test program set to check 62 evaluation categories through a total of 50 
flight tests. The program includes testing the radar's detection and tracking capabilities in an air-to-air mode. 
 
The military will put the radar on the KF-21 fighter next year to continue its performance test through 2026, 
DAPA said. South Korea, meanwhile, has been working on the KF-21 project since 2015 to replace the Air Force's 
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aging fleet of F-4 and F-5 jets. Since April last year, four prototypes of the KF-21 jet have been rolled out for 
testing purposes under a scheme to produce six of them for the defense project, according to DAPA. 
 

northropgrumman.com 
03.03.2022 

USN : 
Northrop Grumman 
Selected by USN for 
Sustainment and 
Modernization of E-6B  
 

Northrop Grumman Corporation announced it was recently awarded the Integrated Modification and 
Maintenance Contract for the U.S. Navy’s E-6B Mercury platform, a derivative of the commercial Boeing 707 
aircraft. Over the next five years, Northrop Grumman will perform modifications to the Navy’s E-6B aircraft 
improving command, control and communications functions that connect the national command authority with 
the United States’ Nuclear Triad. 

   

   

   

  Cyber- und Electromagnetic Warfare 
 

yle.fi 
10.03.2022 

RUS/FIN : 
Finnair reports GPS 
jamming near 
Kaliningrad 

Finnair pilots have reported GPS jamming in the area around Kaliningrad. Finnair flies over Russia's Baltic exclave 
on many of its European and Asian routes. GPS jamming has also been seen near Finland's eastern border, with 
ten pilots reporting similar instances this week. The Lithuanian airline Transaviabaltika's flights have been 
prevented from landing at Savonlinna because the regional airport has no alternative navigation equipment. 

 
mil.gov.ua 
09.03.2022 

UKR/RUS: 
Tasks for citizens: 
destroy Russian EW/RER 
systems, it will weaken 
their troops – alexei 
Reznik's appeal 
 

"Dear Ukrainians! 
 
Thousands of our citizens are already resisting in the territories temporarily occupied by the invaders. Your 
contribution is huge! The supply of Russian occupation troops with fuel and ammunition is already significantly 
hampered. A lot of equipment was destroyed. You have helped save many lives. The next priority goal is Russia's 
electronic warfare and electronic intelligence systems. Now in the war a lot depends on modern technology. It 
is necessary to destroy the Russian systems of EW and RER. This will significantly weaken Russian troops and 
provide an advantage for our soldiers. 
 
I emphasize once again that our army will meet tanks and armored vehicles. The task for all citizens who can is 
to destroy the columns of security and the EW/RER system. The invaders will become helpless. We'll kick them 
out faster. 
 
Together to victory! Glory to Ukraine!" Aleksey Reznikov 
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leonardo.com 
04.03.2022 

ITA/DNK: 
BriteCloud 
countermeasure: new 
capabilities tested 

Leonardo and the UK Royal Air Force have successfully demonstrated new high-tech deception techniques using 
its drinks-can-sized BriteCloud countermeasure, in co-operative trials with the Italian and Royal Danish Air 
Forces. For the trials both of Leonardo’s BriteCloud countermeasure variants (55 and 218) were programmed 
with new threat-defeating waveforms, enhancing the range of techniques that BriteCloud can employ against 
threat radars. The development of the waveforms is part of the ongoing work to future-proof BriteCloud, 
ensuring that the active RF decoy will be able to defeat the latest advances in radar guided threat technology 
as they come online in future operational theatres. 
 
The Italian Air Force fired BriteCloud 55 rounds from Tornado aircraft and the Royal Danish Air Force dispensed 
BriteCloud 218 rounds from an F-16 fighter. The new techniques proved highly effective at the trials range and 
the positive results will be presented to other NATO nations in an operators’ forum. 
 
BriteCloud is a countermeasure for combat, transport and special mission aircraft that provides latest-
generation protection from radar-guided surface-to-air and air-to-air missiles. Fired like a flare, it contains a 
powerful miniature jammer that sends out a convincing ‘electronic ghost’ signal. This signal seduces incoming 
missiles towards BriteCloud as it falls away from the aircraft, ensuring that the missile detonates far away from 
its intended target. 
 

reuters.com 
01.03.2022 
11:24 PM GMT+1 

UKR/RUS: 
Ukrainian cyber 
resistance group targets 
Russian power grid, 
railways 
 

A Ukrainian cyber guerrilla warfare group plans to launch digital sabotage attacks against critical Russian 
infrastructure such as railways and the electricity grid, to strike back at Moscow over its invasion, a hacker team 
coordinator told Reuters. Officials from Ukraine's defense ministry last week approached Ukrainian 
businessman and local cybersecurity expert Yegor Aushev to help organize a unit of hackers to defend against 
Russia, Reuters previously reported. On Monday, Aushev said he planned to organize hacking attacks that would 
disrupt any infrastructure that helps bring Russian troops and weapons to his country. "Everything that might 
stop war," he told Reuters. "The goal is to make it impossible to bring these weapons to our country."  
Aushev said his group has already downed or defaced dozens of Russian government and banking websites, 
sometimes replacing content with violent images from the war. He declined to provide specific examples, saying 
it would make tracking his group easier for the Russians. 
 

northropgrumman.com 
01.03.2022 

AFSOC: 
Northrop Grumman 
Delivers RFC System to 
US Special Operations 
Command 

Northrop Grumman Corporation’s ALQ-251 radio frequency countermeasure (RFCM) system has been delivered 
to U.S. Special Operations Command as part of an AC-130J aircraft upgrade. The ALQ-251 will provide superior 
situational awareness and protection against electronic warfare systems and radar-guided weapons in 
contested and congested electromagnetic spectrum environments. The Sierra Nevada Corporation is the 
integrator for the AC-130J and MC-130J RFCM program. 
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afrl.af.mil 
25.02.2022 

USAF: 
AFRL awards contract 
for drone killer, Mjölnir; 
brings new drone 
“hammer” to the fight 
 

The Air Force Research Laboratory has awarded a contract for “Mjölnir”, a next-generation counter electronics 
weapon system, to defend against adversarial drone activity, to Leidos Inc. Building upon the success of the 
Tactical High-Power Operational Responder (THOR) technology demonstrator, Leidos will build an advanced 
high power microwave (HPM) weapon system to bring the newest technology to bear against the growing threat 
from unmanned aircraft. The THOR demonstrator used bursts of intense radio waves to disable small unmanned 
aircraft systems (sUAS) instantly. “As the danger from drone swarms evolves, all services are working closely to 
ensure emerging technologies like Mjölnir, will be ready to support the needs of warfighters already engaged 
against these threats. The program will begin this spring with a delivery of the prototype weapon in 2023,” said 
1st Lt. Tylar Hanson THOR deputy program manager. 
 

acc.af.mil 
24.02.2022 

USAF: 
Compass Call deploys to 
Kuwait to support 
USCENTCOM AOR 

Two U.S. Air Force EC-130H Compass Call aircraft arrived at Ali Al Salem Air Base, Kuwait to demonstrate a 
continued U.S. presence in theater to our partners and adversaries, and support a commitment to security and 
stability in the region.  
 
The EC-130 aircraft were redeployed to the United States where they postured as an immediate response force 
following the 41st Expeditionary Electronic Combat Squadron’s inactivation from Al Dhafra Air Base in Sept. 
2021, after a 20-year-long standing deployment. At the time of its deactivation, the 41st EECS had executed 
14,753 sorties totaling over 90,000 hours of flight time in the U.S. Central Command theater. The rapid 
deployment of the EC-130s into the USCENTCOM area of responsibility exhibits the U.S.’s ability to incorporate 
additional combat capability at any time, deterring regional aggressors through the electronic warfare prowess. 
 
The EC-130s use the electromagnetic spectrum in order to disrupt enemies' command. The interruption of 
enemy communications impedes on their ability to come together and properly coordinate for attacks and 
control the situation. In a sense, they are flying blind. These non-kinetic effects save the lives of those who 
would otherwise be seen and targeted. With an onboard crew of 13, and countless ground support personnel, 
the crew’s job is to see, analyze and attack the electromagnetic spectrum, utilizing specialized equipment on 
the aircraft. While sophisticated, the mission system is continuously evolving to expand its capabilities to 
address the emerging communications systems of our adversaries. 
 
While deployed here, the EC-130s will protect the American and coalition forces on the ground from enemy 
forces, whether they be insurgent, terrorist or enemy nations. 
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  Boden- und seegestützte Luftverteidigungssysteme 
 

timesofisrael.com 
10.03.2022 

USA/ISR: 
US House approves $1 
billion for Israel’s Iron 
Dome after months-
long delay 

After months of delay due to internal political disputes, the US House of Representatives on Wednesday 
approved an additional $1 billion in funding for Israel’s Iron Dome missile defense system. The money will fund 
interceptor missiles for the system, many of which were used to defend the country during last year’s conflict 
with Hamas in the Gaza Strip. The Palestinian terror group fired over 4,300 rockets at Israel in the space of 11 
days, and Iron Dome reportedly intercepted 90 percent of those heading to populated areas. It was also used 
in previous rounds of fighting with Gaza. 
 

haaretz.com 
05.03.2022 

FIN: 
Finland Mulls Buying 
Israeli Anti-aircraft 
System 
 

Finland aims to buy an anti-aircraft defense system from Israel to help guard its long border with Russia, Finnish 
Defense Minister Antti Kaikkonen said on Saturday, citing the current war in Ukraine. Israeli defense contractors 
Israel Aerospace Industries and Rafael Advanced Systems were under consideration for the purchase, Kaikkonen 
told the Yle television broadcaster. 
 
(Ergänzende Information yle.fi vom 05.03.2022: Finland is moving to boost its ground-based air defence capabilities and is 
currently choosing between two Israeli-made surface-to-air missile systems. The government has not disclosed the deal's 
price tag. Appearing on Yle's Ykkösaamu show on Saturday, Finland's Defence Minister, Antti Kaikkonen,(Cen) said Finland 
was improving its anti-aircraft defence. "It's a substantial investment—a big one right after fighter jets," he explained. 
Israel Aerospace Industries and Rafael Advanced Systems are the two manufacturers in the running.) 

 

jpost.com 
03.03.2022 
00:40 

USA/UKR: 
USA delivered hundreds 
of surface-to-air missiles 
to Ukraine 
 

According to a high member in the US government, USA has delivered hundreds of "Stinger" missiles to Ukraine 
in the passing few days. "Stinger" is a man-portable air-defense system developed in USA that operates infrared 
homing surface-to-air missiles (SAM). 
 
(Ergänzende Information edition.cnn.com vom 02.03.2022: The US has delivered hundreds of Stinger anti-aircraft missiles 
to Ukraine for the first time over the last few days, including over 200 on Monday, according to a US official and a 
congressional source briefed on the matter.) 

 

tass.com 
01.03.2022 

BLR/RUS: 
Lukashenko asks Russia 
to supply S-400 air 
defense systems to 
Belarus 

Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko said at a meeting of the country’s Security Council on Tuesday that 
he had requested the Russian leadership to deliver additional S-400 anti-aircraft missile systems to shield Minsk. 
"The military hardware turned out to be insufficient for us. We will have sufficient personnel but hardware [will 
not be enough]. I turned to [Russian President Vladimir] Putin so that in addition to the S-400 systems located 
in the Gomel Region, additional S-400s could be supplied to the area slightly west of Minsk," Lukashenko said 
in video footage. "In order to shield not only Minsk," he added. 
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diehl.com 
23.02.2022 

Diehl Defence to 
complement IRIS-T SLM 
by passive Radar 
Capabilities from 
Hensoldt 

Diehl Defence is enhancing its established Ground Based Air Defence (GBAD) System IRIS-T SLM by adding 
optional passive radar capabilities in order to increase the system's overall reconnaissance capacity. Diehl 
Defence has selected HENSOLDT's Twinvis for this purpose. The medium-range GBAD System IRIS-T SLM in its 
current configuration is equipped with the active multifunctional radar TRML-4D from HENSOLDT which is the 
main sensor of the IRIS-T SLM Fire Unit. Adding passive radar capabilities will provide IRIS-T SLM operators with 
the additional features of emission-free early detection of air objects as well as relaying the picture of an air 
situation to the operating personnel without radiating the main sensor. The integration of passive radar 
functions optimizes the situational awareness of the Fire Unit on IRIS-T SLM, increases the survivability of the 
GBAD system by identifying, verifying and reducing the impact of hostile electronic counter measures and 
strengthens the assertiveness of Diehl's GBAD system against threats, both imminent as well as later on. 
Integrating passive radar capabilities into IRIS-T SLM offers operators the supplementary option of a mobile and 
non-emitting radar solution for air target surveillance, which is complementary to the TRML-4D active radar. 
The additional feature can provide omnidirectional 3D tracking of more than 180 objects up to a range of 250 
km (sensor-to-target). 
 

   

   

   

  Boden- und seegestützte Einsatzkräfte, Strategische Kampfmittel und Space Forces  
 

cnbc.com 
10.03.2022 

PRK: 
North Korea is 
developing a new long-
range missile system, 
U.S. official says 
 

North Korea is developing a new long-range missile system, a senior U.S. administration official said. The official 
said the tests were carried out in February and March. World leaders first found out about this particular ICBM 
system during North Korea’s Workers’ Party parade in October 2020. 
 
(Ergänzende Information en.yna.co.kr vom 11.03.2022: Earlier in the day, Seoul and Washington announced their 
assessment that Pyongyang's purported satellite tests on Feb. 27 and Saturday were part of efforts to develop a new 
ICBM system ahead of a possible full-range rocket launch. The Hwasong-17 ICBM is known to be larger than the North's 
Hwasong-15 ICBM that was fired in 2017 -- a reason why it has earned the moniker, "monster." It is thought to carry 
multiple warheads, possibly including decoys. When it first emerged at the parade, the newest ICBM was mounted on a 
transporter erector launcher (TEL) with 22 wheels, compared with an 18-wheel TEL used to carry the Hwasong-15 ICBM 
with a range of around 13,000 kilometers.) 

 

tasnimnews.com 
08.03.2022 

IRN: The Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) Aerospace Force on Tuesday launched its second homegrown 
military satellite into an earth orbit. The IRGC successfully put Noor-II (light-II), the second Iranian military 
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13:08 IRGC Sends 2nd Military 
Satellite to Orbit 

satellite, into orbit on Tuesday morning. The homegrown satellite was launched with a three-stage satellite 
carrier, dubbed Qassed. The operation was carried from a launch pad located in desert in Shahroud, northeast 
of Iran. The satellite was successfully placed into an orbit 500 kilometers above the Earth eight minutes after 
the launch. Noor-II is used for remote-sensing and reconnaissance operations. The IRGC had launched the first 
Iranian military satellite, Noor-I, in April 2020 
 

haaretz.com 
07.03.2022 

NATO: 
NATO Allies Sent 
Ukraine 17,000 Anti-
tank Missiles in Six 
Days: Here's the Result 
 

In just six days, the United States and other NATO allies have supplied Ukraine with more than 17,000 anti-tank 
weapons, the New York Times reported Sunday. The shipments include the medium-range, U.S.-made Javelin; 
the Anglo-Swedish short-range NLAW; rocket-propelled grenades; and other anti-tank systems, according to 
the report.  
 
 

economictimes. 
indiatimes.com 
06.03.2022 

IND: 
Indian Navy successfully 
test-fires advanced 
version of Brahmos 
missile 
 

The Indian Navy on Saturday successfully test-fired an advanced version of the Brahmos supersonic cruise 
missile from the stealth destroyer INS Chennai in the Indian Ocean, demonstrating its increasing strike 
capability. The Navy said the missile hit its intended target with pinpoint accuracy after traversing an extended 
range trajectory and performing complex manoeuvres. BrahMos missile flies at a speed of 2.8 Mach or almost 
three times the speed of sound. The range of the advanced version of the missile is learnt to have been extended 
to around 350 km from the original 290 km. 
 

haaretz.com 
07.03.2022 

NATO: 
NATO Allies Sent 
Ukraine 17,000 Anti-
tank Missiles in Six 
Days: Here's the Result 
 

In just six days, the United States and other NATO allies have supplied Ukraine with more than 17,000 anti-tank 
weapons, the New York Times reported Sunday. The shipments include the medium-range, U.S.-made Javelin; 
the Anglo-Swedish short-range NLAW; rocket-propelled grenades; and other anti-tank systems, according to 
the report. Ukrainian leaders say the shipments – sent by U.S. and other NATO allies – have made a difference 
against Russia's armored vehicles. 
 

en.yna.co.kr 
05.03.2022 
14:21 

PRK: 
N. Korea fires 1 ballistic 
missile toward East Sea: 
S. Korean militar 

North Korea fired a ballistic missile toward the East Sea on Saturday, South Korea's military said, in the latest 
flare-up of tensions just four days ahead of the presidential election here. The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) said it 
detected the launch from around the Sunan area in Pyongyang at 8:48 a.m. and that the missile flew around 
270 kilometers at a top altitude of 560 km. The latest launch, the North's ninth show of force this year, came 
less than a week after it claimed to have conducted a "reconnaissance satellite" development test that the South 
called a ballistic missile launch. 
 
The North appears to have launched the missile at a steep angle from a Transporter Erector Launcher (TEL) from 
the Sunan airfield, a JCS official said. Given its range and other details, Saturday's missile appears to be similar 
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to the one fired also at a steep angle at the Sunan airfield on Feb. 27, the official said. If launched at a standard 
angle, the missile would have traveled between 1,000 km and 1,200 km -- a flight distance for a medium-range 
ballistic missile, analysts have said. 
 

taiwannews.com.tw 
03.03.2022 

TWN: 
Production of Hsiung 
Sheng, Wan Chien 
missiles could be 
completed ahead of 
schedule 

The Legislative Yuan has passed a budget to enhance sea and air power, with 18 types of weapons and military 
equipment to enter mass production beginning this year. The Ministry of National Defense (MND) said that 
production of these items will last until 2026. However, some weapons, including unmanned attack platforms, 
Hsiung Sheng surface-to-surface missiles, and Wan Chien air to ground missiles, can be completed ahead of 
schedule between 2024 and 2025, the Liberty Times reported. 
 
The Hsiung Sheng missile in particular has garnered a lot of public attention. It is essentially an extended-range 
variant of the Hsiung Feng IIE cruise missile, with an estimated range of 1,000-1,200 kilometers that would allow 
it to reach far beyond China’s coastline, according to the MND. It is expected that at least 100 Hsiung Sheng 
missiles will be produced. The first batch of Hsiung Feng IIE cruise missiles was completed in 2008, and the total 
number has reached 245 so far, per the Liberty Times. 
 

defense.gov 
02.03.2022 

TWN: 
Harpoon Coastal 
Defense System Launch 
System 

The Boeing Co. is awarded a not-to-exceed $498,310,000 firm-fixed-price undefinitized order (N0001922F0030) 
against a previously issued basic ordering agreement (N0001921G0006). This order provides for the production 
and delivery of the Harpoon Coastal Defense System Launch System (HCDS) in support of the government of 
Taiwan, specifically 100 Launcher Transporter Units, 25 Radar Units, and HCDS training equipment. Work is 
expected to be completed in December 2028. 
 

en.yna.co.kr 
27.02.2022 
11:43 

PRK: 
N. Korea fires 1 ballistic 
missile toward East Sea: 
S. Korean military 

North Korea fired a ballistic missile toward the East Sea on Sunday, South Korea's military said, in the recalcitrant 
regime's eighth show of force this year. The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) said it detected the launch from around 
the Sunan area in Pyongyang at 7:52 a.m., and that it flew about 300 kilometers at a top altitude of 620 km. 
Sunan is where the North test-fired what it claimed to be a tactical guided missile on Jan. 17. The missile, called 
the KN-24, was seen as modeled after the U.S.' Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS). The latest launch, the 
first in just under a month, came 10 days ahead of South Korea's presidential election and amid the armed 
conflict in Ukraine following Russia's invasion of the country last week. Pyongyang conducted seven rounds of 
missile tests last month alone, including an intermediate-range ballistic missile launch on Jan. 30. 
 

economictimes. 
indiatimes.com 
24.02.2022 

CHN: 
China's demonstration 
of physically moving 

China's latest demonstration of physically moving its disabled satellite to another orbit poses a new threat in 
the race to weaponise the space domain, Indian Air Force Chief V R Chaudhari said on Thursday. Moreover, he 
said no single service -- air force, army or navy -- can win wars on its own and this holds good even for the future. 
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disabled satellite to 
another orbit new 
threat: IAF chief 
 

Last month, China's Shijian-21 satellite physically moved a disabled Chinese satellite, altering its geostationary 
orbit. This capability of physically altering the orbits of a satellite has earlier been demonstrated by the US only. 

   

   

   

  Geo- und Sicherheitspolitik, militärische Übungen 
 

defence-blog.com 
10.03.2022 

NATO/USAF: 
US Air Force deploys 
additional refueling 
tankers to Germany 
 

The U.S. Air Force announced on Wednesday that approximately 150 personnel from the 92nd Air Refueling 
Wing here deployed four KC-135 Stratotankers to Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany. 

gov.uk 
09.03.2022 

GBR/UKR: 
Defence Secretary 
statement to the House 
of Commons on 
Ukraine: 9 March 2022 

Exzerpt: 
The initial supply was to be 2,000 new light anti-tank weapons (NLAWs), small arms and ammunition. In 
response to further acts of aggression by Russia, we have now increased that supply. I can update the House 
that, as of today, we have delivered 3,615 NLAWs and continue to deliver more. We will shortly be starting the 
delivery of a small consignment of anti-tank Javelin missiles as well.  
 
However, the capability needs strengthening, so in response to Ukrainian requests the Government have taken 
the decision to explore the donation of Starstreak high-velocity, man-portable anti-air missiles. 
 

timesofisrael.com 
09.03.2022 
05:49 AM 

NATO/USA/POL: 
US sending Patriot air 
defenses to Poland 

The US says it is sending two Patriot air defense batteries to Poland to help protect the NATO ally and its own 
troops from the threat of Russian missile spilling over from the war in Ukraine. “This defensive deployment is 
being conducted proactively to counter any potential threat to U.S. and allied forces and NATO territory,” the 
US military says in a statement. 
 

reuters.com 
09.03.2022 
01:52 AM GMT+1 

NATO/POL/USA: 
U.S. rejects Poland's 
offer to give it Russian-
made fighter jets for 
Ukraine 

The United States rejected a surprise offer by NATO ally Poland on Tuesday to transfer its Russian-made MiG-
29 fighter jets to a U.S. base in Germany as a way to replenish Ukraine's air force in its defense against invading 
Russian forces. The United States has sought to speed weapons deliveries to Ukraine. But the prospect of flying 
combat aircraft from NATO territory into the war zone "raises serious concerns for the entire NATO alliance," 
the Pentagon said. 
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defensie.nl 
08.03.2022 
16:27 

NATO/NLD: 
Possible Dutch Patriot 
air defense system to 
Slovakia 

The Netherlands and Germany are jointly preparing the placement of Patriots in Slovakia. This is done at the 
request of NATO. With the surface-to-air guided weapon systems, aircraft, helicopters and fast ballistic and 
cruise missiles can be eliminated. This can be done up to an altitude of 20 kilometres and at a distance of 60 
kilometres. The cabinet is in principle in agreement with the deployment of Patriots, minister Kajsa Ollongren 
announced today. The Patriot air defense systems are intended to protect the eastern flank of the NATO treaty 
area from incoming projectiles. As far as Ollongren is concerned, the 150 to 200 air defenders leave as soon as 
possible after a formal cabinet decision. The Ministry of Defence has had the Patriot since 1987, which has since 
been modernised. The air defenders work closely with their German colleagues. 
 

ottawacitizen.com 
07.03.2022 

CAN/ROU: 
CF-18s headed to 
Romania this summer to 
bolster NATO 

Canada will send CF-18 fighter jets to Romania starting this summer, the Romanian foreign affairs minister 
announced Monday. Canada will resume the air policing activity in Romania in July, foreign affairs minister 
Bogdan Aurescu said Monday. “We are bringing six CF-18s to Romania, for air patrol, starting in July,” Joly said 
at a joint press conference. “These (aircraft) will be there, with military personnel that can reach 200 people.” 
Canada previously had six CF-18s and 140 personnel in Romania but they left in December. No timeline was 
released on how long the latest CF-18 fighter jet deployment would last in Romania. 
 

jpost.com 
06.03.2022 
03:34 

UKR/USA/POL: 
US working with Poland 
to provide Ukraine with 
fighter jets 

The US is working with Poland to provide Ukraine with fighter jets, as Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky 
asked for a no-fly zone to be designated or for additional aircraft to be provided to Ukraine during a Zoom 
meeting with US congresspeople on Saturday. A number of Eastern European countries, including Poland, 
Bulgaria and Slovakia, possess dozens of Russian-made aircraft but have expressed reservations about providing 
these aircraft to Ukraine amid the Russian invasion. The US is discussing the possibility of providing Poland with 
F-16s if Warsaw sends Soviet-made aircraft it owns to Ukraine, but a White House spokesperson stressed that 
there were "a number of challenging practical questions, including how the planes could actually be transferred 
from Poland to Ukraine." 
 
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 05.03.2022 04:40: Russian President Vladimir Putin said Saturday that 
any country that sought to impose a no-fly zone over Ukraine would be considered by Moscow to have entered the 
conflict. Putin added that imposing a no-fly zone would have “colossal and catastrophic consequences not only for 
Europe but also the whole world.” NATO chief Jens Stoltenberg had said the alliance would not intervene in the conflict 
over fears of a direct clash with Moscow that could spiral into a wider conflict.) 

 

reuters.com 
04.03.2022 
04:57 PM 

UKR: 
Ukraine still has 
'significant majority' of 

Ukraine still has a “significant majority” of its military aircraft available nine days after Russian forces started 
their invasion of the country, a U.S. defense official said on Friday. Vastly outmatched by Russia’s military, in 
terms of raw numbers and firepower, the fact that Ukraine’s own air force is still flying and its air defenses are 
still deemed to be viable has surprised military experts. 
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its military aircraft -U.S. 
official 

 
After the opening salvos of the war on Feb. 24, analysts expected the Russian military to try to immediately 
destroy Ukraine’s air force and air defenses. Russia has fired more than 500 missiles at Ukrainian targets since 
the start of the invasion, but is still flying through contested airspace. Ukrainian troops with surface-to-air 
rockets are able to threaten Russian aircraft and create risk to Russian pilots trying to support ground forces. 
 

reuters.com 
04.03.2022 
10:40 PM GMT+1 

NATO/UKR: 
NATO rejects Ukraine 
no-fly zone, unhappy 
Zelenskiy says this 
means more bombing 
 

NATO on Friday rejected Ukrainian calls to help it protect its skies from Russian missiles and warplanes, wary of 
being dragged into Moscow's war on its neighbour, but Europe promised more sanctions to punish Russian 
President Vladimir Putin. "We are not part of this conflict," NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said in 
denying Ukraine's request. "We have a responsibility as NATO allies to prevent this war from escalating beyond 
Ukraine because that would be even more dangerous, more devastating and would cause even more human 
suffering," he said following a NATO meeting in Brussels. 
 
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy strongly criticised the decision, saying the alliance had given Russia 
the green light to continue its bombing campaign. He had earlier appealed to NATO to set up a no-fly zone over 
Ukraine, which Russia invaded by land, sea and air on Feb. 24. 
 

government.se 
04.03.2022 

SWE: 
Sweden takes part in 
Joint Expeditionary 
Force exercise 
 

Sweden is taking part in a joint exercise within the framework of the Joint Expeditionary Force defence 
cooperation, that started on Friday. Minister for Defence Peter Hultqvist was present in Denmark for the start 
of the exercise, which is taking place against the backdrop of the rapidly worsening security situation in Europe. 
“Russia’s armed attack on Ukraine is an attack on every country’s right to decide its own future. It is a threat to 
international peace and security. The Swedish Government’s response is focused on three areas: sanctions 
against Russia, support to Ukraine and strengthening Sweden,” says Mr Hultqvist. 
 

jpost.com 
04.03.2022 
05:23 

UKR/RUS: 
Ukrainians claim 
successes in fight 
against Russian invaders 

The Ukrainian Armed Forces claimed on Thursday morning that they had downed a Russian SU-30 fighter jet 
over Irpin. A Russian SU-34 fighter jet was also shot down over Volnovakha on Thursday, according to the 
Ukrainian Armed Forces. The Armed Forces additionally claimed Thursday that it had killed about 9,000 Russian 
soldiers and destroyed 217 tanks, 11 anti-aircraft systems, 30 aircraft, 31 helicopters and three UAVs. 
 

nellis.af.mil 
04.03.2022 

USAF: 
Red Flag 22-2 
showcases integration 
of Air Power 

As the lead wing of RF-22-2, the 366th Fighter Wing from Mountain Home Air Force Base, Idaho, will organize 
more than 55 aircraft that will go up against the 57th Operations Group’s dedicated multi-domain aggressor 
force. Assets such as the B-1B Bomber, E-3 Sentry, E-8 Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System, EA-18G 
Growler, Royal Saudi Air Force F-15SA Advanced Fighter Aircraft, F-15E Strike Eagle, F-16 Fighting Falcon, HC-
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130J Combat King II, KC-135 Stratotanker, HH-60 Pave Hawk and MQ-9 Reapers will participate in complex 
mission scenarios against aggressor forces. 
 
Participants include around 14 units with approximately 1,750 personnel from the USAF, Marine Corps, Navy 
and Air National Guard, Royal Saudi Air Force and Republic of Singapore Air Force. The coalition core function 
forces will gain a significant combat advantage by being exposed to realistic, representative, relevant and 
integrated tactical experiences. The U.S. and allied forces train to ensure smooth integration and shared 
understanding. Red Flag 22-2 will concentrate on three primary themes to include defensive, offensive, and 
counter-air techniques.  
 

globaltimes.cn 
03.03.2022 

CHN: 
China's defense budget 
expected to grow at 
around 7% in 2022 amid 
security threats: experts 
 

Ahead of China's announcement of its defense budget for 2022, analysts and observers predict that the country 
will likely continue to steadily increase its military expenditure, at a rate possibly slightly faster than last year, 
as China enjoys a positive economic development but faces security threats. Multiple military experts reached 
by the Global Times believe that the budget could grow by about 7 percent. 
 
In March 2021, China announced a defense budget of 1.35 trillion yuan ($209 billion), a 6.8 percent increase, 
faster than the 6.6 percent increase in 2020, despite COVID-19, which had an impact on China's economic 
growth in both years. 
 
(Vollständiger Bericht abrufbar unter: 
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202203/1253877.shtml) 
 
(Ergänzende Information globaltimes.cn vom 05.03.2022:  
abrufbar unter: https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202203/1254011.shtml) 

 

stripes.com 
03.03.2022 

RUS/UKR: 
480 Russian missile 
launches 
- 
Pentagon says 90% of 
Russian troops amassed 
for war are now in 
Ukraine 
 

As of Thursday morning, the Pentagon had counted “more than 480 Russian missile launches of all sizes and 
stripes” since the invasion began Feb. 24, the official said. Most were launched from within Ukraine, but about 
160 came from Russia and another 70 were shot from Belarus. Still, Ukrainian air and missile defense systems 
“remain intact and they remain effective” as the airspace above Ukraine continues to be contested, the official 
said. Ukraine has asked the U.S. to enforce a no-fly zone over the country, but President Joe Biden has declined 
to do so to avoid putting American troops in combat with Russian troops. “[Ukrainian forces] continue to be 
able to fly their airplanes and to employ air defense assets,” the official said. 
 
About 90% of the more than 170,000 troops that Putin had amassed along Ukraine’s borders with Russia and 
Belarus for months are now inside the country, the officials said. That’s up from about 82% on Wednesday. 

https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202203/1253877.shtml
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timesofisrael.com 
03.03.2022 

RUS: 
US experts: Invasion of 
Ukraine has been ‘a 
disaster’ for Russia so 
far 

The Russian military’s initial invasion of Ukraine has been a surprising strategic and tactical blunder marked by 
food and fuel shortages, abandoned armored vehicles, aircraft losses and troop deaths, US experts say. US 
specialists who study the Russian military say they have been astonished by the mismanagement of the 
campaign, which has seen invading columns stalled, apparently hundreds of Russian armored vehicles lost, and 
the Ukrainians preventing the Kremlin’s air force from controlling the skies. 
 
The Pentagon and private sector experts expected Russian President Vladimir Putin’s army to quickly destroy 
Ukraine’s ability to fight back, undermining its command and control of the 200,000-strong Ukraine military, 
wrecking its missile defenses and destroying Kyiv’s air force. 
 
None of that has happened in the first six days. And, although there are no reliable estimates of the dead, 
injured and captured Russian troops, the numbers appear to be much higher than what would have been 
expected in a well-managed invasion. “This is a colossal intelligence failure that vastly underestimated Ukrainian 
resistance, and military execution has been terrible,” Michael Vickers, former US Under Secretary of Defense 
for Intelligence, said this week at the Center for Strategic and International Studies. 
 
Aircraft losses 
An assessment by military experts of the Atlantic Council’s Scowcroft Center pointed to the crucial failure of the 
Russians to quickly seize and hold an airport just outside Kyiv. The fight over the airport left it likely too damaged 
to use as planned to invade Kyiv, they said. Moreover, they said, “Russian aircraft and helicopter losses have 
been surprisingly high and unsustainable,” because they did not destroy the Ukrainians’ air defenses. Also 
surprising was the limited or ineffective deployment of electronic warfare weapons, which most analysts 
expected would have a significant role in attacking the Ukrainians’ ability to communicate. “Were the Russians 
able to cut off Ukrainian military leaders from those they are commanding… Ukrainian air and air-defense forces 
would have been forced to fight in an uncoordinated fashion, making them less lethal and more susceptible to 
attack,” the Scowcroft Center report said. Boston pointed out that the Ukrainians have continued to use their 
Turkish-made Bayraktar drones to destroy Russian armor.  “If they got hit with the Turkish drones once or twice, 
okay,” he said. “If they got hit more than once or twice, something’s wrong on the Russian side.” 
 
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter: 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/us-experts-assess-that-russian-invasion-of-ukraine-has-been-a-disaster-so-
far/?utm_source=The+Daily+Edition&utm_campaign=daily-edition-2022-03-03&utm_medium=email) 
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@afp 
03.03.2022 

UKR/RUS: 
Ukrainian officials 
confirm Russia's capture 
of southern city Kherson 
 

Russian forces have taken over the Ukrainian city of Kherson, local officials confirm, the first major urban centre 
to fall since Moscow invaded a week ago. 

government.se 
02.03.2022 

SWE/FIN: 
Minister for Defence 
visited joint Swedish-
Finnish preparedness 
exercise in the Baltic 
Sea 

Against the backdrop of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the rapidly worsening security situation in the 
neighbourhood, Sweden and Finland are ramping up their joint military activities. On 2 March, Minister for 
Defence Peter Hultqvist visited a joint preparedness exercise in the Baltic Sea. Swedish Gripen and Finnish F 18 
fighter aircrafts took part in the exercise, as well as naval ships from both countries. Sweden and Finland have 
far-reaching bilateral defence cooperation. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on 24 February underlines the 
importance of this cooperation, according to the Swedish Minister for Defence. 
 

tass.com 
28.02.2022 
13:27 

RUS: 
Russian strategic 
deterrence forces go on 
enhanced combat alert 
— top brass 

Russian Defense Minister Sergey Shoigu reported to Russia’s President Vladimir Putin that the alert teams of 
the command posts of the Strategic Missile Force, the Northern and Pacific Fleets switched to enhanced combat 
alert, the Defense Ministry reported on Monday. 
 
(Ergänzende Information tass.com vom 28.02.2022: The Russian strategic deterrence forces are intended to deter 
aggression against Russia and its allies and rout an aggressor in a war with the use of various armaments, including 
nuclear weapons. They comprise the strategic offensive and defensive forces. The Russian strategic offensive forces armed 
with intercontinental missile and airborne systems are based on the strategic nuclear forces that embrace the Strategic 
Missile Force. They also comprise strategic conventional forces as dual-purpose troops: units and formations of strategic 
and long-range bombers, and also submarines, surface ships and Russian naval missile-carrying aircraft with long-range 
conventional precision weapons. The Russian strategic defensive forces are based on combat-ready troops of the 
Aerospace Force that integrates the missile attack early warning system, the space control system, the anti-ballistic 
missile, space and air defense systems.) 

 

airforcemag.com 
27.02.2022 

UKR/RUS: 
Ukrainian Resistance, 
Logistics Challenges 
Slow Russian 
Momentum 

Russia’s advance in Ukraine had slowed to a stop outside Kyiv in the face of logistics and fuel shortages while 
Ukraine had used “creative” solutions to defend their country, a senior defense official told journalists early 
Feb. 27, including reportedly using a drone to destroy a Russian mechanized column. Still, heavy fighting 
continued in the second city of Kharkiv; Russian naval assets positioned near Odessa; and a “siege” approach 
had begun on the city of Chernihiv, northeast of Kyiv, raising the prospect of more civilian deaths, the Defense 
Department reported. 
 
Initial strikes targeted airfields where Ukrainian Air Force MiG-29s, Su-27s, and L-39s operated, and where S-
300 long-range surface-to-air missile systems are based, reported Aviation Week, citing the Ukraine Ministry of 
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Defense. DOD now counts more than 320 ballistic and cruise missile strikes on Ukrainian territory, but said that 
Ukrainian air defense systems remain operational. “Air space is still contested,” the official said, noting Russia 
has not achieved air superiority. Ukrainian air missile defense systems are still working, and Ukraine has aircraft 
in the air, though they have been degraded by strikes. 
 
The Ukrainian Armed Forces claimed as of Feb. 27 to have destroyed 146 Russian tanks, 27 airplanes, 26 
helicopters, 706 armored combat vehicles, 49 artillery pieces, and an anti-missile aircraft system; and counted 
4,300 Russian soldiers dead and nearly 200 taken as prisoner. The downed aircraft reportedly included in the 
prior day three Su-30 aircraft, two Su-25 aircraft, and two IL-76MD aircraft. 
 

rferl.org 
27.02.2022 

EU: 
EU Closes Its Airspace 
To Russian Planes 

EU Commission President Ursula von der Leyen says the European Union will close its airspace to Russian airlines 
and private jets due to Russia's invasion of Ukraine. Many European countries had already announced they 
would close their airspace to Russian planes. Finland and Belgium were among the most recent to take the step, 
saying earlier they would join other European countries in ramping up sanctions against Moscow, officials said. 
Several other countries, including Germany, France, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Britain, Romania, and Poland, 
had already closed their airspace to Russian flights, forcing westbound Russian planes to make enormous 
diversions. Canada also said on February 27 it had shut its airspace to Russian aircraft effective immediately, 
Minister of Transport Omar Alghabra said on Twitter. Baltic countries Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia are also 
closing their airspace to Russian airliners. 
 
(Ergänzende Information spiegel.de vom 28.02.2022 14:23: Russland hat darauf reagiert, dass zahlreiche Staaten ihren 
Luftraum für russische Maschinen geschlossen haben. Künftig dürfen Flugzeuge aus Deutschland und 35 weiteren Staaten 
nicht mehr über Russland fliegen. Das teilte die russische Luftfahrtbehörde Rosawiazija mit.) 

 

reuters.com 
27.02.2022 
04:13 PM GMT+1 

Russia, Ukraine agree to 
talks; Putin puts nuclear 
forces on alert 

Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered his military command to put nuclear-armed forces on high alert on 
Sunday as Ukrainian fighters defending the city of Kharkiv said they had repelled an attack by invading Russian 
troops. President Vladimir Putin's move to put Russian forces on high alert is dangerous and irresponsible and 
adds to the Russian leader's aggressive pattern involving Ukraine, NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said 
on Sunday. On the fourth day of the biggest assault on a European state since World War Two, the Ukrainian 
president's office said negotiations between Kyiv and Moscow would be held at the Belarusian-Ukrainian 
border. They would meet without preconditions, it said. President Vladimir Putin's move to put Russian forces 
on high alert is dangerous and irresponsible and adds to the Russian leader's aggressive pattern involving 
Ukraine, NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said on Sunday. 
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(Ergänzende Information debka.com vom 27.02.2022 17:51: In an address to the nation on Sunday, President Vladimir 
Putin said he was “ordering Russia’s nuclear deterrent forces on alert.” Recent sanctions, he said, and “aggressive 
statements” from NATO countries had led him to put those forces in “a special regime of combat duty.” His defense 
minister and military chief  staff were alongside Putin as he spoke. This was the second time Putin had alluded to Russia’s 
nuclear arsenal as a warning to the West to back off.) 

 

edition.cnn.com 
27.02.2022 
04:55 GMT 

UKR/RUS: 
Ukrainians defy Russia's 
onslaught for third day 
as large explosions seen 
near capital 

Russia is also facing unexpected difficulties supplying its forces, and is experiencing heavier losses in personnel, 
armor and aircraft than expected, two senior United States officials with direct knowledge told CNN. Russia has 
yet to establish air supremacy over Ukraine, one US official said, as the Ukrainian Air Force and air defense 
systems fight for control of the airspace. Without uncontested control of the skies, it becomes more difficult for 
an army on the move to see and strike targets from the air. So far these challenges have prevented the quick 
overthrow of major Ukrainian cities, including the capital, Kyiv, which US officials were concerned could play 
out in a matter of days. The city of Kharkiv near Ukraine's border with Russia also has not fallen to invading 
forces -- despite officials worrying that could happen on the first night of an invasion. A NATO official agreed 
that Russian forces were having problems. 
 

gov.uk 
26.02.2022 

GBR/NATO: 
UK forces arrive to 
reinforce NATO’s 
eastern flank 

UK sea, land and air forces have arrived to reinforce NATO in the East in response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 
 
Exzerpt: 
“RAF Typhoon fighter jets have already completed their first air policing missions across the region, with an 
additional four aircraft based at RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus. Typhoons flying from bases in Cyprus and the UK are 
now patrolling NATO airspace over Romania and Poland alongside NATO allies with Voyager air-to-air refuelling 
aircraft in support.” 
 

defenseone.com 
26.02.2022 
12:32 PM ET 

USA/UKR: 
US Racing $350 Million 
in ‘Immediate' Arms to 
Ukraine; Includes 
Javelins, Ammo, Armor 
 

Some Russian ground units are now 20 miles from Kyiv, but about half are still waiting outside Ukraine. The 
United States has approved an additional $350 million in weapons, armor, and other equipment for Ukraine as 
it fights Russia’s invading forces, U.S. officials said Saturday. “Javelins will be in this next tranche as they had 
been in so many tranches in the past,” a senior defense official told Pentagon reporters on Saturday. The 
shoulder-fired, Raytheon-produced missile can be carried by one soldier and used to disable tanks and other 
targets. They are part of a package that includes weapons and armor to defend against the “armored, airborne, 
and other threats it is now facing,” the State Department announced Saturday. In the days leading up to the 
invasion the United States flew planeloads of weapons and supplies into Ukraine, but stopped flying all manned 
and unmanned aircraft over the country once hostilities began, the senior defense official said. But the United 
States has other ways such as ground routes to supply Ukrainian forces, the official said. Russia has not achieved 
air superiority, the official said, declining to provide specifics. 
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(Ergänzende Information stripes.com vom 26.02.2022: In a significant shift, the German government announced on 
Saturday, Feb. 26, 2022, that it will send to Ukraine as “quickly as possible” 500 Stinger surface-to-air missiles as well as 
1,000 anti-tank weapons.) 

 

reuters.com 
26.02.2022 
07:50 PM GMT+1 

NLD/UKR: 
Dutch to supply anti-
tank, air defence 
rockets to Ukraine 

The Netherlands will supply air defence rockets and anti-tank systems to Ukraine, the Dutch government said 
in letters to parliament on Saturday. The Dutch agreed to a Ukrainian request to rapidly ship 200 Stinger air 
defence rockets and 50 "Panzerfaust 3" anti-tank weapons with 400 rockets, the letters said. The Netherlands 
is also jointly considering with Germany sending a Patriot air defence system to a NATO battle group in Slovakia, 
it said. 
 

stripes.com 
25.02.2022 

NATO: 
NATO activates 5,000-
strong task force for 
first time 

NATO on Friday activated a spearhead force created in the aftermath of Russia’s intervention in Ukraine eight 
years ago, marking the first time in alliance history that the quick response unit has been put into real-world 
action in Europe. The decision, announced after President Joe Biden and other allied heads of state met for an 
emergency summit on the crisis in Ukraine, means thousands of additional forces will be headed to the eastern 
part of the alliance, NATO said. “We have activated NATO’s defense plans to prepare ourselves to respond to a 
range of contingencies and secure Alliance territory,” NATO said in a statement. 
 
The 5,000-strong unit, formally known as the Very High Readiness Joint Task Force, is carved out of NATO’s 
larger response force of 40,000 troops. Both the spearhead unit and other elements of the response force will 
deploy, NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg said. But not all 40,000 troops will mobilize at this time, he 
said. NATO’s spearhead force is intended to respond to a crisis within about five days, but it is capable of 
deploying within 48 hours when there are signs of trouble. 
 

thehill.com 
25.02.2022 
12:27 PM EST 

UKR/RUS/BLR: 
US defense official: 
Russians 'meeting more 
resistance' than they 
expected 

Russian forces moving toward Ukraine's capital city of Kyiv are “meeting more resistance than they expected,” 
a senior defense official said Friday. “I can't give you an exact geographic location of where they are, but they 
are not moving on Kyiv as fast as what we believe they anticipated they would be able to do,” the official told 
reporters. “In general, the Russians have lost a little bit of their momentum,” the official later added. The official 
said Russian troops haven't taken any population centers and Russia does not have air superiority over Ukraine, 
as “Ukrainian air defenses are still working” and the country still has air and missile defenses.  
 
Russia is continuing to advance into three major areas of Ukraine since beginning an assault on the country early 
Thursday morning local time. Russian troops are advancing toward Kyiv from Belarus; into the area around 
Kharkiv, Ukraine’s second largest city; and from Crimea in the south toward Kherson, which sits on a major river, 
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the official said. Russian forces moving toward Kherson have also appeared to split off to head to the northeast 
“in the direction of Mariupol and the Donbas region,” the official added.  
 

defense.gouv.fr 
25.02.2022 

FRA/IRQ: 
CLEMENCEAU 22 – The 
naval air group interacts 
with the Iraqi armed 
forces as part of 
Operation CHAMMAL 

As part of its CLEMENCEAU 22 deployment, the Naval Air Group (GAN), articulated around the aircraft carrier 
Charles De Gaulle, is engaged for the 7th time in Operation CHAMMAL, the French component of the 
international operation INHERENT RESOLVE (OIR). The education and training of the Iraqi armed forces has 
become a pillar of this commitment. From 14 to 23 February, the fighter pilots of the Embarked Air Group (GAé) 
aboard the aircraft carrier Charles De Gaulle contributed, with the pilots of the Air Force and Space, to training 
for the tactical controllers of the Iraqi Armed Forces, through a sharing of know-how in terms of ground attack 
conduct by aircraft. This training concluded with training in laser-guided bomb (GBU) and modular air-to-ground 
weaponry (AASM) firing by rafale Marine with Iraqi tactical controllers. 

pacaf-af-mil 
23.02.2022 

USAF/JPN: 
F-35s from Eielson AFB 
arrive in Japan 

U.S. Air Force F-35A Lightning IIs from the 354th Fighter Wing, Eielson Air Force Base, Alaska, deployed to 
Kadena Air Base, Japan, Feb. 20 to conduct integrated air operations. Their arrival signals the continuing effort 
to refine the U.S. Indo-Pacific Command's warfighting capability through agile combat employment, which 
supports the National Defense Strategy to develop a more lethal, agile and resilient force. The Pacific Air Forces 
uses a flexible theater posture to enhance its ability to provide the Department of Defense options to support 
our allies and partners in a free and open Indo-Pacific theater. 
 

   

   

   

  Analysen, Studien, Reports, Fact Sheets, Infographics, Podcast und Videos  
 

globaltimes.cn 
09.03.2022 

CHN: 
China fully capable of 
jet engine development, 
narrowing technology 
gaps 

With efforts including establishing a laboratory dedicated to research on aviation components, China is now 
capable of resolving complex problems of warplane engines, said a Chinese political advisor who delivered 
domestically developed engine technologies for the J-20, the country's most advanced stealth fighter jet.  
China's technology gap with leading countries like the US in terms of jet engines has been narrowed, and 
advanced technologies such as higher thrust-weight ratio, vector thrust control and variable cycle are likely 
under development, analysts said on Wednesday. 
 
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter: 
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202203/1254456.shtml) 

 

https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202203/1254456.shtml
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dni.gov 
08.03.2022 

ODNI Releases 2022 
Annual Threat 
Assessment of the U.S. 
Intelligence Community 

The Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) today released the 2022 Annual Threat Assessment of 
the U.S. Intelligence Community. This report reflects the collective insights of the Intelligence Community, which 
is committed every day to providing the nuanced, independent, and unvarnished intelligence that policymakers, 
warfighters, and domestic law enforcement personnel need to protect American lives and America's interests 
anywhere in the world. 
 
(Vollständiges Dokument abrufbar unter: 
https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/ATA-2022-Unclassified-Report.pdf) 

 

news.usni.org 
07.03.2022 

USN: 
USNI News Fleet and 
Marine Tracker: March 
03, 2022 

These are the approximate positions of the U.S. Navy’s deployed carrier strike groups and amphibious ready 
groups throughout the world as of March 03, 2022, based on Navy and public data. In cases where a CSG or ARG 
is conducting disaggregated operations, the chart reflects the location of the capital ship. 
 
(Infographic abrufbar unter: 

https://news.usni.org/2022/03/07/usni-news-fleet-and-marine-tracker-march-7-2022) 

 

bulletin-1.ch 
Dr. Peter Forster 
07.03.2022 

RUS: 
«Warum Russlands 
Luftwaffe Jets verliert» 
von Gernot Kramper 
 

Die Truppen aus Russland verlieren Panzer, Lkw – vor allem erleidet die Luftwaffe starke Verluste. Das liegt an 
den Fehleinschätzungen des Kremls und daran, dass Kiew die richtige Strategie wählt, um Widerstand gegen 
eine Übermacht zu leisten. Allein an einem Tag der vergangenen Woche hat die russische Luftwaffe folgendes 
verloren: ein Kampflugzeug Su-30SM (Flanker-C), zwei Jagdbomber Su-34 (Fullback), zwei Erdkampfflugzeuge 
Su-25 (Frogfoot), zwei Mi-24/35 (Hind) Angriffshubschrauber, zwei Mi-8 Transporthubschrauber und eine 
Orlan-10 Drohne, laut Oryx auf Twitter. Hier werden nur bestätigte Verluste gezählt. 
 
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter: 
https://bulletin-1.ch/warum-russlands-luftwaffe-jetsverliert/) 
 

rusi.org 
04.03.022 

GBR: 
Is the Russian Air Force 
Actually Incapable of 
Complex Air 
Operations? 
 

More than a week into the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the Russian Air Force has yet to commence large-scale 
operations. Inactivity in the first few days could be ascribed to various factors, but the continued absence of 
major air operations now raises serious capability questions. 
 
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter: 
https://www.rusi.org/explore-our-research/publications/rusi-defence-systems/russian-air-force-actually-incapable-
complex-air-operations) 

 

https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/ATA-2022-Unclassified-Report.pdf
https://bulletin-1.ch/warum-russlands-luftwaffe-jetsverliert/
https://www.rusi.org/explore-our-research/publications/rusi-defence-systems/russian-air-force-actually-incapable-complex-air-operations
https://www.rusi.org/explore-our-research/publications/rusi-defence-systems/russian-air-force-actually-incapable-complex-air-operations
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taskandpurpose.com 
03.03.2022 

Where is the Russian Air 
Force? Experts break 
down why they might 
be hiding 

If the past 80 years of warfare have taught us anything, it’s that air supremacy, the term for making an enemy 
air force incapable of resistance, is essential for winning a conventional war. That’s why experts are scratching 
their heads trying to figure out why the Russian combat air force, despite being 15 times the size of its Ukrainian 
foe, has not achieved anything close to air supremacy. 
 
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter: 
https://taskandpurpose.com/news/how-big-is-the-russian-air-
force/?utm_source=Task+%26+Purpose+Today&utm_campaign=f1e954bd6d-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_03_04&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_67edd998fe-f1e954bd6d-76870007) 

 

crsreports. 
congress. 
gov 
01.03.2022 

USA: 
Russia’s Nuclear 
Weapons:  
Doctrine, Forces, and 
Modernization 

Russia’s nuclear forces consist of both long-range, strategic systems—including intercontinental ballistic missiles 
(ICBMs), submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs), and heavy bombers—and shorter- and medium-range 
delivery systems. Russia is modernizing its nuclear forces, replacing Soviet-era systems with new missiles, 
submarines and aircraft while developing new types of delivery systems. Although Russia’s number of nuclear 
weapons has declined sharply since the end of Cold War, it retains a stockpile of thousands of warheads, with 
more than 1,500 warheads deployed on missiles and bombers capable of reaching U.S. territory. 
 
(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter: 
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45861) 

 

defenseone.com 
01.03.2022 

RUS: 
Five Reasons Why 
Russian Forces Are 
Struggling in Ukraine 

Exzerpt: 
 
4. They have held back their airpower 
Russia has not used the full extent of its airpower in Ukraine, and the Ukrainians are still able to conduct their 
own air operations and launch air defense capabilities, a senior defense official told Pentagon reporters 
Tuesday.  
 
“There's a certain risk-averse behavior, they are not necessarily willing to take high risks with their own aircraft 
and their own pilots,” the official said. “My assumption was that there was going to be a significant depression 
among enemy air defense or SEAD [suppression of enemy air defenses] operations, they call it in the very initial 
stages, and it was kind of half-hearted,” Charap said. “But that doesn't mean that, you know, the Russians rolled 
down all these new capabilities, and they turned out not to work. It's just they haven't really done that.”  
 
Michael Kofman, who directs Russia studies at CAN (cna.org) said, “Russia's air force has largely been sitting on 
the sidelines, and beyond a few attack aircraft, there's been little evidence of Russian fighters flying offensive 

https://taskandpurpose.com/news/how-big-is-the-russian-air-force/?utm_source=Task+%26+Purpose+Today&utm_campaign=f1e954bd6d-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_03_04&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_67edd998fe-f1e954bd6d-76870007
https://taskandpurpose.com/news/how-big-is-the-russian-air-force/?utm_source=Task+%26+Purpose+Today&utm_campaign=f1e954bd6d-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_03_04&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_67edd998fe-f1e954bd6d-76870007
https://taskandpurpose.com/news/how-big-is-the-russian-air-force/?utm_source=Task+%26+Purpose+Today&utm_campaign=f1e954bd6d-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_03_04&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_67edd998fe-f1e954bd6d-76870007
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45861
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counter air or combat air patrol missions. Similarly, there have been few sightings of tactical bombers employed, 
most starting five days into the campaign.” 
 
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter: 
https://www.defenseone.com/threats/2022/03/five-reasons-why-russia-struggling-ukraine/362636/) 

 

rusi.org 
28.02.2022 

RUS: 
The Mysterious Case of 
the Missing Russian Air 
Force 

On the fifth day of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, one of many unanswered questions is why Russia has 
launched a military campaign at huge cost with maximalist objectives, and then declined to use the vast majority 
of its fixed wing combat aircraft. 
 
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter: 
https://www.rusi.org/explore-our-research/publications/commentary/mysterious-case-missing-russian-air-force) 

 

jpost.com 
01.03.2022 

UKR: 
Ukraine’s Turkish 
drones put in spotlight 
by Russian war 

Since the conflict began there has been a focus on the fate of Ukraine’s two dozen Bayraktar drones. 
 
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter: 
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-698994?_ga=2.30056760.646384128.1645882318-
1229034299.1617710680&utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_ 
content=Satellite+imagery+shows+Russian+ground+forces+approaching+Kyiv&utm_campaign=March+1%2C+2022) 

 

japcc.org 
03.02.2022 

Beyond SEAD 
- 
Synchronizing Joint 
Effects to Combat an 
A2/AD Threat 
 

Although there is much debate over the term A2/AD,2 it is a useful way to describe the effects of a critical 
Russian (and Chinese) concept, strategy, and capability. According to the United States (US) Joint Operational 
Access Concept,3 the following two terms are defined as: 
 
Anti-Access: those actions and capabilities, usually long-range, designed to prevent an opposing force from 
entering an operational area. Anti–Access actions tend to target forces approaching by Air and Sea, but can also 
target the Cyberspace,4 Space, and other forces that support them. 
 
Area-Denial: those actions and capabilities, usually of shorter range, designed not to keep an opposing force 
out but to limit its freedom of action within the operational area. Area Denial capabilities target forces in all 
domains. 
 
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter: https://www.japcc.org/beyond-sead/) 

 

 

https://www.rusi.org/explore-our-research/publications/commentary/mysterious-case-missing-russian-air-force
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-698994?_ga=2.30056760.646384128.1645882318-1229034299.1617710680&utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-698994?_ga=2.30056760.646384128.1645882318-1229034299.1617710680&utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_
https://www.japcc.org/beyond-sead/
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Zielsetzung NACHBRENNER Der NACHBRENNER hat zum Ziel eine am Thema Militärluftfahrt und 
Luftkriegsführung interessierte Leserschaft zeitnah über  
 
° Die Fähigkeiten und die Schlüsselfunktion von Air Power, 
° die zentrale Bedeutung einer integrierten Luftverteidigung, 
° die Weiterentwicklung von Luftstreitkräften mit einem besonderen Fokus  
  Europa, 
° Entwicklungen und Entwicklungstendenzen in der 3. Dimension sowie 
° die möglichen verheerenden Folgen eines ungeschützten schweizerischen    
  Luftraums für unsere Bevölkerung und Souveränität im Frieden, bei  
  Terrorangriffen aus der Luft sowie im Konfliktfall 
 
zu orientieren. 
 
Dafür werden offene staatliche und Firmen-Quellen sowie die Tages- und 
Fachpresse ausgewertet und in primär englischer Sprache thematisch und 
chronologisch zusammengeführt. 
 

Ausgewählt und bearbeitet von 
MILITÄRPOLITISCHE NACHRICHTEN SCHWEIZ (MNS) 
Konrad Alder 
Hermann Hiltbrunner-Weg 1 
Tel. 044 926 39 36 
konrad.alder@bluewin.ch 

° Fact and Figures 
° Science and Technology 
° Entwicklungstrends 
° Beschaffungsprogramme 
° Luftkriegseinsätze 
° Militär- und geopolitische Entwicklungen 
 

Beilagen im Anhang zum Versandmail NACHBRENNER 2022-31 
 

°  Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER 2022-31 
°  Medienmitteilung Gruppe-Giardino - Krieg in der Ukraine 
°  Forderungen Gruppe Giardino 
°  Einladung FSS-Talk 
 

Verbunden in einem Informationsnetzwerk mit °  Peter Bosshard – Forum Flugplatz Dübendorf – www.forum-flugplatz.ch 
°  Thomas Bosshard – Pro Schweizer Luftwaffe – thomasbosshard@bluewin.ch 
°  Dr. Peter Forster – Das Bulletin Nr. 1 – https://bulletin-1.ch/ 
°  H.U. Helfer – Informationsgruppe Pro Kampfflugzeuge – helfer@presdok.ch 
°  Daniel Hildinger – Verein Schweizer Armeefreunde -  www.chaf.ch  
°  Christoph Vollenweider – Gruppe Luftverteidigung – www.lilienberg.ch 

http://www.lilienberg.ch/
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Neuabonnement NACHBRENNER Für eine regelmässige, kostenlose Zustellung des NACHBRENNER übermittelt man 

seine Mailadresse an konrad.alder@bluewin.ch.  
 
Auf die gleiche Art erfolgt die Annulation des Abonnements. 
 

 

mailto:konrad.alder@bluewin.ch


Pressemitteilung der Gruppe-Giardino für eine glaubwürdige Milizarmee 
 
 
Krieg in der Ukraine 
 
Es ist ein Schock: Die geopolitische Situation und Machtverteilung können sich auch 
in Europa innert kürzester Zeit ändern. In unserer Nähe regiert Gewalt. Die 
Friedenspolitik ist gescheitert. Ein Schwerpunkt des Parteiprogramms der Schweizer 
Sozialdemokraten passt da deutlich nicht mehr ins Bild: "Die SP setzt sich für die 
Abschaffung der Armee ein. Bis dieses Ziel erreicht ist, soll die Schweizer Armee 
massiv ab- und umgebaut werden." 
 
Es macht ganz den Anschein, dass unsere verantwortlichen Politiker in Bern, 
Bundesversammlung und Bundesrat, sich mehr dem SP-Programm verpflichtet 
fühlen, als unserer Bundesverfassung, die einen klaren Auftrag gibt: Art 58 2 "Die 
Armee dient der Kriegsverhinderung und trägt bei zur Erhaltung des Friedens; sie 
verteidigt das Land und seine Bevölkerung..."  Wir Schweizer sind uns gewohnt, jede 
Aufgabe und Arbeit gewissenhaft und mit Motivation und vollem Einsatz zu leisten. 
Wenn es um die Sicherheit von Land und Bevölkerung geht, sind Sparwillen, 
pazifistische Ideologien und Nachlässigkeiten fehl am Platz. Der Sicherheitspolitische 
Bericht des Bundesrates Nov. 2021 zeigt bei aller kommunikativen Professionalität 
eine bedenkliche Schwäche in Bezug auf Personal, Ausbildung und Mitteln. Der 
Verfassungsauftrag ist so nicht mehr erfüllbar. 
 
Wir rufen Parlament und Bundesrat auf, mit einem dringlichen Intensivprogramm 
unseren Selbstverteidigungswillen deutlich zu manifestieren. 
 
Gruppe Giardino 
Reto Melcher, Stab, François Villard, Vizepräsident, Hans Rickenbacher, Präsident 



Gruppe Giardino für eine glaubwürdige Milizarmee, 04. März 2022 
Folgende Forderungen in der Notlage: 
 
Der erwartete, aber bis zuletzt für kaum möglich gehaltene direkte Kriegsausbruch in Europa 
zeigt uns, wie schnell der Frieden und die vermeintliche Verhandlungskultur und Zivilisation 
in Gewalt und Chaos abstürzen können. 
Was heisst das für uns, die Schweiz? 
Sicherheit, Schutz des Landes und der Bevölkerung sowie unserer Menschenrechte. 
Aus den aktuellen Ereignissen fordernd steht Art. 58 unserer Bundesverfassung, wo es u.a. 
heisst: die Armee - sie dient der Kriegsverhinderung und trägt bei zur Erhaltung des 
Friedens, sie verteidigt das Land und seine Bevölkerung usw. 
 

• Sofortmassnahme, 100%-ige Vollausrüstung der jetzt bestehenden 17 Inf Bat  
Die Anzahl von 17 Bat ist zu wenig! 
 

• Bestand von 100'000 auf 300'000 erhöhen. Um alle Infrastrukturen zu schützen, die 
Verkehrsachsen zu kontrollieren und die Grenze zu besetzen braucht es diese 
Anzahl AdA. Es ist falsch, einen allfälligen Feind vor allem in den Städten zu 
bekämpfen, wie es der Bericht «Zukunft der Bodentruppen» vorsieht, wir müssen ihn 
an der Grenze abfangen und eine Staffelung (Verteidigungsringe) haben. 
 

• Revision des Dienstpflichtsystems und die Sicherstellung, dass die Bestände erhöht 
werden können. Die Wehrgerechtigkeit muss wiederhergestellt werden und die 
Wehrleute müssen länger eingeteilt bleiben. 
 

• Aufstockung des dünnen Armeebudgets von 0,7 auf 2% des BIP, 
entsprechend unserer international finanziell hohen Wettbewerbsfähigkeit;  
 

• Beschaffung von 12 cm Minenwerfer- Mobil wie gehabt; Ich denke wir sollten wieder 
eine weiter reichende Artillerie aufbauen als Ersatz für die Panzerhaubitzen M 109. 
Mit Raketenwerfern, z.B. in der Art wie TOS-1 oder MARS. Intelligente, 
selbstsuchende Munition ist sowieso ein Muss. 
 

• Flugzeugbeschaffung, BR soll einfach bestellen ohne Verzögerung der SP. Die 
Beschaffung der neuen F-35A muss sofort und ohne Wenn und Aber umgesetzt 
werden. Die Schweizer Bevölkerung hat sich in einer Referendumsabstimmung 2020 
für den Kauf ausgesprochen. Zuwarten ist keine Option. Der BR kann sich jederzeit 
auf die Bundesverfassung berufen. Wenn die SP die Armee abschaffen will, soll sie 
eine Abstimmung zur Änderung der Bundesverfassung lancieren. 
 

• Beschaffung von Kampfdrohnen (Typ Harop, oder Typ Rainbow CH-901) 
 

• Reaktivierung der Militärflugplätze, so dass sowohl nördlich wie auch südlich und in 
den Alpen selbst Kampfflugzeuge aufsteigen können. 
 

• Die Beschaffung weiterer bodengestützter Luftabwehr in Form von Raketen ist 
prioritär anzugehen. Die geplanten Patriot-Batterien können bloss einen Bruchteil des 
Schweizer Staatsgebietes schützen. DCA auf kurze und mittlere Reichweite (Ersatz 
Stinger)  
 

• Neu-Beschaffung von Radschützenpanzern für die Infanterie; Nebenbei: In der 
kleinen, schon jetzt vom Verkehr verstopften Schweiz werden die Verschiebungen 
von Truppen sehr schwierig werden. Auch deshalb brauchen wir grössere Bestände 
an AdA. Kampfpanzer werden auch in Zukunft unerlässlich sein. 

 



• NATO Zusammenarbeit??? Die Schweiz muss eigenständig bleiben. Zu gross ist die 
Gefahr, in Konflikte hineingezogen zu werden. Neutralität würde kompromittiert. 
 

• Rückkommensantrag in der Notlage. BR darf ab sofort keine Rückbauten von 12cm 
Festungsminenwerfern und Sprengobjekten mehr machen. Es dürfen kein Material, 
Waffen oder Systeme ausgemustert oder zerstört werden, bevor nicht ein Ersatz 
beschafft und in Funktion ist. 
 
Gruppe Giardino, Präsident Hans Rickenbacher, +4179 611 04 25  
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                                          FORUM SICHERHEIT SCHWEIZ (FSS) 

 

Einladung zum 10. FSS Security Talk  

Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren, 

Die Pandemie hat unser Leben schlagartig verändert. Innerhalb kürzester Zeit war unsere Gesellschaft mit 

grossen Problemen konfrontiert, welche bisher kaum bekannt waren.  Gefordert war allerdings nicht nur 

die Schweiz, sondern alle Länder. Obwohl sich die Schweiz immer wieder ein gutes Krisenmanagement 

attestiert hatte, sah die Realität anders aus. Eidgenossenschaft, Kantone und Behörden, die auf Krisen 

vorbereitet sein sollten und bei Ausnahmesituation entsprechend reagieren sollten, waren vielerorts 

überfordert. Mehrere Experten, aber auch die Bevölkerung bemängeln deshalb das Krisenmanagement der 

Schweiz und fordern dringend Korrekturen.    

Deshalb stellt sich unabhängig von der Coronapandemie die drängende Frage, ob und wie die Schweiz auf 

weitere, bevorstehende Krisensituationen wie Terrorattacken, Cyberangriffe, nukleare Katastrophen, 

Stromausfälle oder Versorgungskrisen tatsächlich vorbereitet ist.  Welche dringenden Lehren sind aus der 

Covid-19 Pandemie zu ziehen? Wie haben andere Staaten die Krise bewältigt? 

Der 10. FSS Security Talk ist daher dem zentralen Thema Krisenvorbereitung und Krisenbewältigung 
gewidmet: 

• Wie krisenfest ist das Schweizer Politik-System mit seinen Eigenheiten, wie Föderalismus, 
Konkordanz oder Vernehmlassungsverfahren? Funktioniert ein solches System auch im Ernstfall? 

• Was braucht es für eine optimale Krisenbewältigung bezüglich Strukturen, Prozessen, 

Kommunikation und Führungspersonen? Wer muss in einer Krisensituation Verantwortung 

übernehmen? 

• Welche Schlüsse ergeben sich im Vergleich zum Ausland? Welche Lehren sind aus den vergangenen 

nationalen Sicherheitsverbundübungen zu ziehen? Sind Schweizer Behörden und Organisationen 

gewillt, solche Testsituationen ernst zu nehmen und nicht als «Schönwetterübungen» zu betrachten.  

• Ist Krisenbewältigung trainierbar? Und kann Erlerntes im Ernstfall auch schnell abgerufen werden? 

• Was muss passieren werden, damit auch die Bevölkerung besser mit Krisen umgehen kann? 
 

Wir würden uns freuen, Sie beim FSS Security Talk zahlreich begrüssen zu dürfen: 

• Mittwoch, 30. März 2022, von 18.00 – 20.30 Uhr im Bellevue Palace in Bern  

Wir bedanken uns für Ihre Anmeldung bis zum 20. März 2022 und freuen uns auf Ihre Teilnahme. 

Mit freundlichen Grüssen 

 
 

Hans-Jürg Käser               Fredy Müller    
Präsident        Geschäftsführer 

FORUM SICHERHEIT SCHWEIZ (FSS)          FORUM SICHERHEIT SCHWEIZ (FSS)                                                      

Der Anlass ist für Studierende und Mitglieder des FORUM SICHERHEIT SCHWEIZ unentgeltlich. 

Für Nicht-Mitglieder beträgt der Unkostenbeitrag CHF 100.–. Dieser Beitrag wird bei einer 

Neumitgliedschaft angerechnet. 

Anmelden können Sie sich auf unserer Website oder per Mail an  

sekretariat@forum-sicherheit-schweiz.ch 

 

 

https://www.forum-sicherheit-schweiz.ch/mitglied-werden
https://www.forum-sicherheit-schweiz.ch/kommende-talks


                                          FORUM SICHERHEIT SCHWEIZ (FSS) 

 

Programm 

 

 

Wir danken unseren Event-Partnern 

18:00 Begrüssung Hans-Jürg Käser, Präsident FSS 
 
  

Lehren aus dem Krisenmanagement in 
Deutschland 

Georg Klein, Abteilungsleiter Einsatz, Kommando 
Streitkräftebasis, Deutsche Bundeswehr 

 
 

Sind Krisensituationen trainierbar? Hans-Jürg Käser, Leiter Sicherheitsverbundsübung 19; 
ehem. Präsident KKJPD 

 
Braucht die Schweiz einen 
übergeordneten Krisenstab? 

Stefan Holenstein, Präsident Landeskonferenz der 
militärischen Dachverbände (LKMD) 

v 

18:50 Podiumsdiskussion und Fragerunde  

  

Panel-Gäste: 

  

  

  

  

  

Rainer Deutschmann,  Leiter Nationaler Krisenstab 
Migros Gruppe 

Marianne Binder-Keller, Nationalrätin (Die Mitte); 
Mitglied SPK-N 

Raynald Droz, Kommandant der Militärpolizei; ehem. 
Stabschef Kommando Operationen 

Hans-Jürg Käser, Leiter Sicherheitsverbundsübung 19; 
ehem. Präsident KKJPD 

  Moderation: Fredy Müller, Geschäftsführer FSS 

19:50 Apéro   

Jetzt anmelden! 

Eintritt: CHF 100.- (kostenloser Eintritt für Studierende und Personen in Ausbildung) 

Anmeldung unter: www.forum-sicherheit-schweiz.ch/kommende-talks | +41 (0)44 533 04 00 | oder: 

sekretariat@forum-sicherheit-schweiz.ch 

Mehr Informationen unter www.forum-sicherheit-schweiz.ch 
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